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Introduction

The primary task for teachers of English is to help students enjoy
rea4ing. If the otudents discover that their own experiences can be
intensified, c larified, and broadened by literature, they will have
learned the most important thing that any literature curriculum can give
them. With this end in view, the teacher must first choose selections
that will appeal to students of a particular age group and second, aid
*.bettor trader grading a what *Ay r l$ rt-2-2-5 tevare of aspe cts
of a literary work which contribute to its effectiveness but which may
escape attention unless an analytical approach is adopted. Of course,
the analysis should be subsequent to the response, since literature,
un1ke mathematics, is designed to affict the reader emotionally, as well
as intellectually. But in turn, the analysis should help to clarify the
response and permit it to become a *abject for reflection.

Accordingly, we need some method of analysis that will be access
sible to eighth graders. It is right to begin with ,the students' response
to a particular work, but they should then be asked to account for its
effect by means of a threefold analytical approach.

The first step is to inquire what the poem, story, or essay is about.
In asking this question concerning any piece of literature, it at once
becomes evident that the complete answer 'rill probably have two levels:
one will describe the outer subject; the other, its inner subject or theme.
If it is a story that it being analysed, the plat line (what happens) would
on one level be what the story is about; but students '4 aeon come to
see that the story also tells us some truth that we may call the real or
inner subject of the story. Hence the approach through Me jest will
inevitably lea d to the crucial question of the underlying them e of the story
or poem. In other words , the concrete or sensuous term s of the work
imply an abstract or spiritual meaning. Yet tine two must be one, because
good literature can hardly result from the combining of two disparate
understandings of truth. Even allegory tally unless there is some real
amalgam of the two levels of m toning. For eighth graders, the discovery
that a poem o r story means more than it says in direct terms could lead
them to ar, awareness of the other dimension of meaning in their own lives.
For example, such a poem as "The Shell" by James Stephens simply
cannot be grasped on the literal level. What the poem is about is not the
eontrasting sounds of a sea shell and a cart but the whole deuiter of
associations for which these tangibles stand. An understantling at symbol
or metaphor is fundamental to answering aay questions. about the sutdect
of a piece of literature, Thus the analytical approach through questions
dealing with subject can do a great deal not only to assist comprehension
but also to strengthen and clarify tit students' response.

The second analytical appr oath is through Form; Included in this
concept are all the thole* which the writer makes, either consciously
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or unccnsciously, in order to present his subject most effectively. For
eighth grade discus sion, the most basic choiee governing the form of a
literary work is between sto ry and non-story. We consider that the
writer who has something to say may choose to say it either in nar-
rative or discursive form. This difference, ratIxez than the seventh
grade distinction* between prose and verse will lead the students to an
awareness that stories may be told either in prose or verse and
equally, non-storied material may be put into prose or verse. They have,
after all, already seen that both "Bishop Hato" and "Rip Van 'W inkle"
tell stories and that neither "Loveliest of Trees" nor "The Genuine
Mexican Plv,g" tens a story. Thus the distinction between storied and
non-storied is not really new to them but will now be used to explore
some problems of form in more depth. Briefly, this distinction concerns
the formal pattern governing the large -scale organisation, of the work.
If the primary organising. principle is a plot line, we call the work storied;
if the primary organising pr inciple is something else-sbquestion -anewer,
classification, c omparison; in fact, any logical, as distinct from
clesonolocial organising principlesthen it is considered non-storied.
Because most children prefer plotted works, these predorninste in the
curriculum, but because they also come to enjoy essays, lyrics, and
other non-storied types, some of these are also included.

But the analysis of form includes all the other decisions that any
writer has to make. For the most part decisions about genre, imagery,
meter, and Wives aspects of form, are made unconsciously; yet the
students need to learn what contributions are made to the presentation
of a theme by these formal decisions. In emphasizing that each choice
is dictated by what the writer wants to say, it will become evident that
the subject in its most profound sense determines the form of a work.
instead of viewing the form as a mold into which the subject is poured;
it should be seen as the shape which best communicates the writer's
meaning.

The third analytical approach is concerned with Point of View. If we
interpret this term as not only the angle of narrative but also the wr iter's
attitude to his subject, it is cle ar that questions about point of visys will
often get to the heart of the writer's meaning. Frank O'Connor Vine how
many times he rewrotevrie of his stories, trylus to make it say what he
wanted it to say, and finally, he disc overed that what it needed sac a shift
in point of view from third person to first person. Obviously, one cannot
generalise about the best point of view for any piece of fiction; the theme
alone can determine it. Students should be shown, that who tells the otory
is important and that it is not :mem/wily the author who is speaking if
it is a first person narrative.

* * * * * * * * *

This unit has two parts. The first, shorter part is intended as a
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review of our analytic al approaches. It consitts of two poemo, one
storied, the other non-storied, to emphasise this particular distinction.
Following this review of the basic principles, more extensive treatment
of storied and non-storied forms is given by means of a ballad, a group
of lyric poem s, a shoes Z, story, and an essay.

Note: In the exercises, the mo re difficult questions are marked with an
an asterisk, and may be omitted in discussion with weaker students.

FART I

1.. William Oldys, "On a Fly Drinking Out of His Cup", in Immortal
Foy p. 186.

121s....ation

This poem should remind the students of "Loveliest of Tress", which
they read in the seventh grade. But Oldys varies the care, diem theme
by letting an %a:appealing creature,' the fly, instead of .-----42Mlovely
flowers remind him of the brevity of life. It seems that the poet is
almost refusing to indulge in the mood of regret that pervades "Loveliest
of Trees"; rather, he lets his wry sense of humor speak in the invitation
to the fly to dtink from hie cup.

Stud' Questions

1. What real life incident suggests the subject of the poem to the
poet? .0 A fly is drinking out of his cup.

2. What is the subject?, Does it remind you of the subject of any
other poem that you have read?--ree brevity of We theme may remind
students of their reading of "Loveliest of Trees" in the seventh grade.

3. Does this poem differ in the vow it treats the subject from other
poems with the saute general meaning?--The fly is as fitting a symbol
for the brevity of life as the blossoms on a cherry tree, but of course
most arm diem poems use beautiful things in order to intensify the
yearning fon:grand reg*et over its fUletingasss.

4. Why has the or aka! put himself on a level with the fly? What
about a mouse or a spider ?--The fly is a traditional symbol of the ,short.
noes of life; it also tr aditionally. is a, symbol of low, vile W. froisy
Its association with, filth. At the same erne, it is a winged cksature and
his on occasion and in a negative sense, been a symbol of the human soul.
043 Theodore Itoithkeis poem "in a Dark Uwe; "My eoul like some
hctatemaddettaci fly. "; or John Donne! s poem The Canonisation": "Cali
her oar VAS another fly.... ") In this pexti culai! poem, the poet has
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deliberately humble nirA self by putting himself ox a level with the fly,
but be has perhaps suddenly seen 42ie need for humbling himself and
ridding himself of his human pretensions by reminding himself of his
own mortality.

5, Suppose the poem used the pronoun "he" instead of "I", what
difference would it make to the idea of the poem ? --The whole point of
the poem lies in the poet's direct address to the fly an terms of equality.
A change to third per eon would result in such indirect locutions as
"He said to the fly that...." The students should see that much of the
effect of the poem consists in the sudden, startling address to the fly.

6. Do you see any difference in the content of the two stanzas?
-.The first stanza presents the actual incideat from real life that sug-
gested the idea of the poem; the second stanza reflects ou the meaning
of the incident. The student may be shown that the stanzas of a poem
are Enke the paragraphs of a n essay: they indicate shifts in thought.

* 7. What do you call the kind of rhyming lines that you get in this-
imam? Why are they specially appropriate here ? stanza cons.
fists of three couplets. Since parallelism is thP.-$ essence both of the
subject and form of this poem, it would be a good idea to have the
students pick out all the examples, such as "Drink with m e and drink as
V' and "Both alike are mine sad thine."

8. What does the poet mean when he says, "S'hine's a summer,
minela no more"? in.-From the per of eternity, the We of man
is as fleeting ao the life of a fly. Students might also be aokad why the
poet choose° summer, instead of one of the other seasons. They ahould
see what connotations of the word "mummer" make it the moot appropriate
choice. Pirat, it does (tugs eat a short season; secondly, it suggests
a time of enjoyment and the fullness of life. As a time of machine, it
contrauto with the calcites of death. (And, of courae, on the literal
level, aummer is the tim e that bring a out flies, but :students should be
taught to read poetry as metaphor and therefore the implication() of
summer should be pointed out.)

9. C ould you describe the poet's mood in this poem ? -He seems
to be cheerful enough in welcoming the fly on terms of comradeship,
but at the name e, the connotations Of "fly" suggest that thin is
forced contra deahip, rather than e, w.:4032. Moderate might be asked
whether they would choose to have a fly chars a drink with then.) Hence
only the poet's refusal to mourn and bin sense of humor protect Mu
frosn the te °tatty of death.

10. Why ure the line a of the poem fairly shoat? Count the
syllables..... The shortness of life a a i3ymbolited by the fly and the

alight:moo of the incident, its lack of beauty or grandeur of any port,



seems to call for a slightness of execution; while the poet's sense of
tumor also permits a rather sprightly rhythm considering the serious-
ness of the subject. For thost students who had pr eviously read it,
"Loveliest of Trees" is an excellent poem for comparison in terms of
tone, mood, var ying attitude toward the same subject, the relation of
form to thought, and other topics.

2. Leigh Hunt, "The Glove and the Lions", in Stomaoenz, p. 173.

Eailication

This is a story poem that illustrates a moral, which is stated av
plicitly in the last line. As a masculine, "extraverted" type of poem,
it presents no real problems of interpretation. For eighth graders,
however, examination of the details that contribute to the total effect
can be instructive; for example, the description of the lady's appearance
as a preparation for her action and the stylized, yet effective description
of the lions.

Stud Ctuestions

1. What difference do you notice immediately between this A)oem and
the one you have just rot d? This poem tells a story whert;:as the other
poem was a r eflection upon an incident.

2. How much longer are-the lines of this poem them those of "The
Fly"? Why are they longer ? This is a narrative poem; the longer
lines assist the movement of the story. The students could try the
experiment of splitting up esch line, so that each is only as 'long as a
line from the preceding poem. They should see that short lines would
detract from the emphasis on what happens, putting undue einphasis on
partial action s. By using foiztemsyllable lines, the poet is able to
make each line relatively complete as the statem eat of one part of the
story.

114..1110.

3. Can you state the subject of the poem in two ways? --What
happens, the plot line, may be one answer. The other will, of course,
be the moral which is stated explicitly in the last line. Students lure
usually delighted when a story has a definite moral, for OA. is one kind
of meaning that they are looking for and can grasp, one kind of order in
the vetiver se.

4.. Who tells the story? ..uA.n omniscient narrator; he knows De
Lorries feelings for the lady era the thoughts that go through her mind.

3. What would be the limitations in an eye- witness account? -feWe
could not have such direct insight into the 'advt. motives. And this poem
is nothing if not direct.



6. What fe eling do you get from the description of the king aa..
"hearty", the lions astkareping", the vigor of the count's actions ?--T his
is a poeni that puts the emphasis on action, not on thought; it is "red-
blooded", masculine in tone.

*7. What contrast does the writer draw in the last two lines of the
first Manua? Why does he call it a "gallant thing" and how-do W view
this judgment. when . have finished raading the poem? The contrast

4ue II= se"-fte +14 a ritgtw '11*.

to the speaker (whose words are ultineittely ironic in view of what happens)
a gallant thing; admiration :for the assembly is accentuated by fear
inspired by the lions. .'But notice that the /ions are called "royal beast",
which links them with the king. In addition, the contrast between those
above and those below proves to be less strong once we have seen the lady
in action. Again, a touch of irony comes out in the king's statement:
"Faith, gentlemen, we're better here than there."

8. What Araprecsion Is created by the desceiption of the lions?
--These are lions behaving as we expect them to behave. It is a con-
ventional description and yet vivid through the details. The students should
pick out expressions that help to create the picture for them , such as
"horrid laughing jaws ".

4 9. What do you expect of the lady from the way she is described ?
--Plthough she is described as beautiful, students should pick out the
"smiling lips and star p bright eyes" as a give-away of her character.

wIr111.0

10. What does she mean by calling the occasion "divine"? --There
are many people to see how great her power is over her lover.

II. Did the lady,in your opinion, deserve what she got? --This is a
question that invite s the students' participation in the poem

12. What knightly customs are alluded to in this poem ? --Particularly
the throwing down of the gauntlet as a challenge and the throwing it in the
face of one whom a knight -wishes to insult.

13. Mutt is tb e value of being aware of these allusions to the coda of
cldvalry?One can see the deliberate parallel betwess love and war.
The lady's throwing down of her glove is a shallow to her lover; his
throwing it in her face is the insult -which marks Imo defeat.

14. Why -ricers the king have the last word, rather than the lady or
De Large? -4Ie t the objective, authoritative portal here (compare Duke
Theseus in A Midsummer Meal Dean). Hie judgment is decisive and
fittingly cotaltWoem.

NAM.

15. There atit three parts to the postuftb.whr? Could there have been
one or two ? -sine drama neatly falls into three parts; the setting, the
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activating cir cumatance (the king's words in the middle of the poem),
and the rapid action and conclusion.

16. Why is the middle section the longest TIt gives the elements
that precipitate the action in the last stanza. These elements are
described in detail; the action, which is performed very quickly, is not
described in detail. students should see that what gets the emphasis,
therefore, is not what happened to De Lorge in the lion pit but the lady's
motive .% Thee th e conclusion Is an apt sun= ing up of the theme of the
poem.

PART 1

1. "Edward , Edward", lull= Poems, p. 51.

Eglication

One of the most popular old ballads in literature, "Edward, Edward'?
Me a power that is created Llarticularly by the manner in which the story
is told. The horror of Edward's circumstances is learned gradually.
He is unwilling to admit his stilt pos sibly even to himself. First he
claims the dripping blood en his sword comes from his hawk. His
mother's penetrating comment, however, impels him to change his position.
He gives a second explanation : this time the blood comes from his horse.
His mother quickly dispels this alibi by maldng his explanation appear
illogical. A climax appears in the re iddle of stanza three as be suddenly
blurts out the true confeseion. Still another climax culminating in the
complete horror of the situation does not reach the reader until the. la at
line. The process of moving slowly step by step, Iuntil this final curse,
creates surprise, making the poem vivid and dramatic. From the begin
ming to the end of the poem there is a constant build-up so welt done
that interchanging stanzas at any point would weaken the total structure
of the ballad.

The ballad contains other qualities that Zoom the reader's attention
completely upon what is goin en in the Story. Because the tale is
written entirely in dialogue, the reader never leaves the two speakers.
No extraneous material interjected by a narrator lessens the reader's
conczetration upon the speakers and the tension created by the suspense.
Continual use of repetition of words and lines creates an echo i ie
ears If the reader. Repetition of questions and answers in each stanza
and the repetition of such words as "Edward, Edward" and "Mother,
mother" as w ell as "0" at the end of each speech enhance the emotional
intensity. Repeated long lines congested with short lines create a
pounding cadence that echoes and reeechoes like the voice of doom.
Wicallyv a great dean of wt has damned to cause this family tragedy
is either implied or omitted. The reader, thou is forced to use his
imagination, thereby becoming involved in the poem.

fr
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SttALQuestio 2113

(Answers to most of be student questions can be found in the
explication.) Read the ballad "Edward; Edward" in your anthology.

Note: Point out to the students who are)amiliar with the seventh grade
tape of the ballads that there are countless versions of this and
other popular ballads.

I. Why do you think Edward does; not admit his guilt immediately?

ka Can you detect climax in this ballad? Where does the first one
occur ? the s econd?

3. Are all the stanzas necessary?

4, Notice that the ballad is completely in the question-answer
dialogue. Can you aee ative.ntageein writing a poem this way? What .
does it do for this ballad?

5. What does the person telling this story think about it?

6. Can you see reasons for repeating (a) certain words over and
over, (b) certain lines rver and over, (c) a uniform series of long.line,
short line?

7. Why does Edward leave the "curse of Hell" to his mother? What
does this show about her part in the-killing? Is she really as imorant
of the killing as it first appears? The revelaUon of her possible guilt
seems to be implied at the end; it makes her the more villainous of the
two.

8. What shock-eifect then does the poet gain by reserving this
stanza for the last? . Many answers are possible here. If the previous
question is considered, then the last stanza is a kind of capstone: the
imager finds out what the wants to know; and we find out what we hardly
expected to know.

Z. Four Sea Poems

Dealing with a single subject, the sea, this groupof poem a should
make students aware of the variations that are possible on a single theme.
But not only does the sea excite different reactions in different people at
particular moments of their lives, but oven seemingly objective elements
of description may alter their connotations with the context. Thus
studying this group of poems, :students may learn something about how
language becomes the expression of an individual.

4
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a. 'lames Stephens, "The Shell"

Explication

Accepting the sea shell as the traditional carrier of the sound of the
sea, the poet allows the familiar sounds to carry him into a dream world
which becomes more and more a nightm are. until he is awakeaed by the
sound of a cart "jolting down the street". These contrasting sounds of
the sea and the carte eywabolise the wildee.r.est of unwivnneel nature and the
world of .c.iviliaid.tnan. Nature is seen as impersonal, indifferent, and
essentially nonehuman. To emphasise this view, the poet pictures the
sea in its primal state, not only before the creation of man but before the
creation of th e sun and moon. From this grey, formless world, the poet
turns with relief to the everyday world of men.

Stt.....AQuestions

1. What is the poem about? deuThe student may say something about
the sound of the sea as heard in the shell, but if he notices the end of the
poem, he should get the idea of the contrasting associations suggested
by the sound If the sea and the sound of the cart. This poem provides a
good introduction to the idea of symbolic . values.

2. What would the sounds of the sea and the cart suggest to you?
.Students ought to see that for some, the sea might be a call to adventuate

and the cart might be nothing more than a reminder of the ills of civilise-
tion. It is not the sounds in themselves but what they suggest to the poet
that provides the subject of the poem.

-- 3. Why is it appropriate for the poet to speak directly of himself?
-mile is writing about a very personal reaction which, in fact, has no
meaning except as a subjective reaction. At the same time, ki.s feeling
is common enough to mankind to be shared, at least momentarily, by
everyone.

4. What kind of world does the poet picture as he listens to the
sound of the sea? Pick out /expressions that contribute to the impression
you get The nightmare wcrld is conjured up by sights and sounds of
desolation. Students can make a list of these.

5. Are there any words that particularly suggest something
frightening or depressing to you? "" The connotations of such words as
"tentacles" and "gray" will cause them to be selected; the teacher could
then ask what associations the students have with these Words that makes
them frightening or depressing.

6. What does the poet mean -when he .says that there was no day or-

night in the world he imagines? To intensify the Impression of form-
lessness and ter row, the poet has described the sea as it might have
appeared at the beginning of creation, before the sun and moon brought
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beauty and cox tfort to the world.

7. Looking at the arrangement of a poem as it appears on the page
can prove interesting and isforimative. What do you notice about the
appearance of this poem? --The point here, of course, is that the poet
has, consciously or unconsciously, varied the length of his lines so that
they look like wave s on a sandy shore. Have the students put a sheet of
plain paper over the poem and draw a line over each line of the poem.
joirtui-g each uric fro= one to 4444.17 silitme Ighei pattiftrn... You may wish

to do the mechanical part yourself and give each student a sheet similar
to the one which follows these explanations. .

8. Write the last word of each line in a column on your paper.
Jain wish a curved Line the words that rhyme. Discuss these rhym es
with your teacher. use. See question 10. The students chonld learn that
two limes in a rol.ithat rhyitie are called A:couplet; three lines in a . 7

row that rhyme are calle d a triplet.

9. Read the last six pairs of rhyme as you have them listed on your
paper. Do you find one pair that seems to be different. Ask your
teacher to explain the difference between Eihmitatndm dm!:
--."wind" and "blind", of course, do not rhyme except to the eye.

10. Use of rhyme does more than create a pleasant sound effect.
Poets use rhyme to enhance or contribute to the meaning. Rhymes also
help to bind a operate lines into a pattern and produce a greater unity in
the poem. Thus line two and line five rhyme. What does this help to
achieve? How does the use of many couplets contribute to the meatkus"-Eg
of the poem? --Understanding a poem requires ' Understanding the syntax
of the poem. Eighth grade studez,tts can be led to a greater appreciation
of poetry by seeing how the poet employs poetic techniques to clarify the
syntax. The first nine lines of "The Shell" form a compound sentenc e.
"Bar" closing line two in the first clause of the compound sentence
rhymes with "clear" in the fifth line of the second clause of the comes
pound sentence. The rhyme links the two clauses and helps to carry tae
meaning.

b. Alfred Lord T ennyson, "Break, Break, Break", in Immortal Poems,
p. 373.

EXPlicsitiom

The second poem refers less to the sea than to the poet's state of
mind. Whereas in The Shell" the poet dencribe* how. his mood was
affected by a vision of the sea, Tennyson comes to the sea with a state
of mind produced by the death of a friend and finds in the sea a reflection
of his own wiliiippy moOd. Hence vie have far less description of the
sea in this poem than of what is fn the poet's mind; instead of the specific



details used to develop the theme of Stephens' poem , here we have only
the cold grey stones and the sea breaking on them. It is the repetition
of the word "break" that most effectively suggests that the sound of the
sea is a counterpoint to the poet's emotions; in the succession of heavy
stresses we seem to hear the heaviness of the poet's heart speaking.
In contrast to his comfortlessness, he thinks of those who in their
happiness or success view the sea quite differently: the fisherman's boy,
the sailor lad, and the ships that reach a safe harbor. This is an

lereft2 11 214 wer.11 fte+...1 1 si rift dark+ frets Irk ab of S. friend,
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St32..zd Questions

L Read "Break, B reak, Break" carefully. Tennyson wrote this
poem after the death of his friend, Arthur Hallam, W ith this in mind,
write a paragraph telling what this poem is about. -- Refer to the
explication.

2. Why has the poet repeated the word "break"? Why did he choose
this word instead of the word "crash" ?-The succession of stresses makes
this line echo the heavinece of the poet's heart and his sense of the
finality of death. The connotations of the word "break" make it more
appropriate than the word "crash". For one thing, hearts "break"; the
idea that earn ething precious has been destroyed is far more effectively:
conveyed, therefore, by this word, than by the word "crash" But also,
the word Iareak" is less noisy than the word "crash"; it puts the emphasis
on what is lost rather than on the sound of the waves.

3. Why does the poet speak as if he had difficulty in expressing him-
self? See the end of the first stanza. is overcome with emotion;
thus he speaks in exelatnations that suggest a cry from the heart.

4. Why is "0" repeated so often in the poem? -.The sound suggests
a moan; the repetition is cumulative in effect and helps to maintain the
mood of a lament.

5. Do you see any similarity between this poem and "The Shell"?
..Both refer to the indifference of nature, the absence of human quality.
Perhaps students can see that this is the reason the poet specifically
mentions the "cold grey atones".

6. Which of these two poems seems to you toles more musical?
--"Break, Break, Break" uses the ballad nano abcb, and as the expres-
sion of a JoeLleant e.-40tiont is more songlike than "Tice Shell", which is
a momentary yielding to a nightmare world. It is important that Stephens
can wake up from his bad dream, whereas Tennyson cannot. It is the
sense of inescapable realty that rings relentlessly through "Break,
Brealu Break".
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7. What is the poet saying in the second stanza and the first two
lines of the third? .He is thinking of those whose association with the
sea is a happy one, including the fisherman's boy, the sailor lad, and
the ships sailing to a safe harbor. But these scenes contrast with
his c -,n sense of loss.

C. What do' the "touch of a vanished hand" and "the sound of a voice
that is still" contrast with in the poem? See the preceding question.

*9. What does "the tender grace of a clay that is dead" mean?
--Symbolically, day stands for life; the word :"tender" suggests the
vulnerability of al! life; and the vori "grace" suggests beauty. Hence
the phrase sums up what Tennyson has lost. At this point in the poem,
for the first time he becomes fixplidit

10. Is there any point in the poem at which the poet cornea closest
to uttering the thoughts that he has mach difficulty in expressing? -- See
the answer to the preceding questions, but even the second last line of
the poem is metaphorical and hence indirect as a statement, using other
terms thou factual., objective ones. Remind students that a metaphor is
saying one thing in term* of another and that rtkets write this way because
the direct terms will not express the feeling so accurately as the
emotion-char ged terms of the metaphor.

c. Henry Wadsworth Longfellow, "The Tide Rises, the Tide :Falls" in
Immortal Poems, p. 350.

Explication

The contrast between man and the sea is once more dominant in
this poem. Using as a refrain 'And the'tide rise, the tide falls", the
poet emphasizes the constancy Of the sea. Man comes and goes, lives.
and dies, but the sea continues the same. In the quiet, detached tone of
the poet, we sense the impersonal quality of the ebb and flow of tides.

Study Questions

1. Does this poem tell a story? --Although the poem follows a
chronological order, the ref .in indicates that something other than plot
holds the poet's attention.

7. Why does the poet repeat tiard the tide rises, the tide WW1?
emphasise the constancy of the ilea in contrast to the changeableness

of human life.

3. 4Whtare the main divisions of the poem?. What is the reason for
the stanza divisions? ..ift The starisas. each represent a period of time:
(1) evening (2) night (3) Morning. As the time of day changer for =the
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traveller and alters his activities, nothing happens to change the ebb
and flow of the tides; hence the refrain underlineo the contrast between
man's life and the sea.

4. Who is talking in the poem? -- An omniscient narrator.

*S., What seems to be his attitude to what he tellc? -- He is simply
stating 'hat Is with as much detachment as possible. Only the rhyme es
111. , 1 t atekWes..I1 w ow" eteigob las la wisima fr.14%; POGIA419 *W V wra mistral. fa SONIA& Waive. g stymy w ammearroo.s.

sound.

6. Look up the words "curlew" and "hostler".

7. Notice the use of the word "calls" in the second line of each
stanza. Why has the post repeated this word? -- Each time of the day
has its characteristic call.

C. How does the atmosphere of the three stimzas differ? What
word pictures help to create these different atraospheres? In stanza 1,
the twilight atmosphere is crested not only through the word "darkens"
andlhe calling of the curlew, but most vividly through the description
of the sea-sands as "damp and brown". In stanza 2, the repetition oi
the word "darkness" creates an impression of blackness spina which
the white hands of the waves show up in sharp contrast, In otansa three,
the business of day is suggested by the noisy activities o the steeds and
the heetieri whereas stolen two suggested noiselessness.

9. In the second stanza what does the description of the waves at
night suggest? Why has the poet spoken of the "soft, white hands" of
the waves? --Here the sea is quietly removing every trace of man's
presence. The waves are personified to intensify the sense that the sea
is more powerful thariman, though it works in darkness and through,
in this instance, gentle Little waves.

d. Psalm CV/I, Verses 23-30

Lon

This passage comes from a psalm which Is a call to thanksgiving.
As one of the reasons for thanksgiving, God's rescue of ass merchants
in a storm at sea isi described. It is one of the signs of Cod's power that
he can raise a great itorm, at sea, but when those in danor call upon
God, he calms the ocean and brings the ***favors to a safe haven.

thili4e the other sea poems of this unfit this psalm has for its
subject a direct relatlenShip between man and the sea. Here the sea is
viewed notArscrelys,4sffects meat emotions but als# ,acts very
Survival who% he hat tb travel on it. At the same time, the impersonal,

=
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inhuman quality of the sea, which seemed dominant in the other three
poems, Is here transformed by the religious view. Now the sea becomes
a symbol of God's power: he can raise a great storm and suet as easily
still the waves. If some of the students wish to interpret the passage
as a total allegory of life, there is no reason why they should not

St.& es%.,tions

1. Comparing tide psalm wa.th the poems you have just read, do
you use a difference in the way mauls relationship to the sea is treated?
See explication,

2. What contrasting examples of God's "wonders in. the deep" does
the Psalmist describe ?Both the storm and the calm are the work of God.

3. How does the Psalmist create a picture of the sea merchants'
distress in the stevre? .Both physically and mentally, the men lose cows
trol of themselves: two expressbns describe their mental state ("their
soul is melted because of trouble" and they "are at their wit's end".);
and one describes their physical date ("4 They reel to end fro, and stagger
like a drunken mane').

* 4. Why do we call a piece of writing like this, poetry ?--The
parallelism of each line creates a rhythmical woe; for example%
"These see the works of the Lord, and his wonders in the deep. " The
vividness of the imagery is another indication of the emotimal intensity of
the writing.

3. "The Love Letters of Siaitta, " E. Ca Hu nnerI
(See Student Version for text)

01.

li do
The story is set in the late 19th century, end that period is quite in

fluent:Jai on the behavior of the characters in the story. They act like late
19th century Victorians in many ways, but they also have that indispensable
universality of meaning and action at makes a story timeless. The plot
of the story is fairly simple: the little seamstress is wearing away in the
oppressive tenement and working conditions of New York. She is thin, pale,
and anxious, and that anxiety reveals itself in several ways, chief of which
is her indignation and suspicion at the gestures of friend muse br her neigh.
bar Mr. Smith. One night, exhausted from her work, she is ready to go to
bed without eating. As she sits before the window, too tired to move, the
first human kindness that has come her way for ten years, apparently since
she has been in New York, comes sliding along the window sill. Properly
Viotorian 6118 slams her window on Smith's kindness. The irony of course
is that beams of her hidebound ideas on what is proper, she is cienyinil her
own humanity. She forces herself into cruel actions, always rebuffing Szeitha
and finally even pours the porter on the flowers. But Smith, child of nature
that he is, is unfettered by false notions of propriety. He is only a good man.
not a "polished' one, and everything he does is natural end kind.

sau3nEagrt ed. B. A. Cross, New Yerle American
Book Co., rib pp. ivortotre-y-
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Smith is a man of intense honor. He has given his word that he will

not address her, and even when he is performing as her protector against
the band of loafers, he will not break his word. Instead, he startles a
passer-by, shouting at him than ain't plitnothing to write with!" so that
he does not have to address the seamstress directly. In their nightly cor-
respondence, only the warm details of the smoke of his pipe and the clink
of his mug as he sets it down give the seamstress any evidence of his being
a person, not just a writing machine. His character is revealed mainly
through the letters, bit also through such episodes as that mentioned bove,
when he refuses to violate his oath, and thrcagh his bringing back flowers
from the country to the woman.

His vitality and experience--travel all over the world, farming, bear
killing--contrast with the seamstress' secluded, inexperienced life. They
are opposites in that respect, but alike in their basic shyness, gentleness,
and simplicity.

The point of view is mainly the thirdaperson narrator, with an occa-,
sional intrusion by the author, e. g., after telling what the seamstress
thought of Stu/thee appearance, the author says 'Most people would have
ealled him plain. " Another example th the co-Aborts editorialising about
the greed of tenement owners in the first paragraph. He tells us rather
than lets us deduce from actions whenever he wants to speed his narrative
along. The story is told through narration and through the use of letters.
The /Afters are more for character revelation than for plot advancement.
Each short raisspelled epistle from Smith gives new insight into his char-
acter: simple, honest, forthright, determined. The author connects the
letters with a stream of more important commentary and series of actions,
occasionally summarizing the details of their correspondence In one para.-
graPh

The story illustrates the important principle of fiction that character
determines incident and that action illustrates character. Everything these
two petvle do is completely in character, completely plausible. They are
made believable characters through their resuses to the situations. "Char-
acters responding to situations" is a fair short definition of a narraUve,or
storied form. Your students should be led to perceive that the "meaning"
of the work grows out of the form in which it is cad, and that the stozied
form is one of the most common methods of organization,

Stg&,. gueztions:

1. What are the living conditions of the seamstress? ft-Tenement, walk up
of seven flights, hard bed, hard work.

2. Do those conditions have anything to do with her response to the first
mug of porter?--Yes. She is suspicious, remembering the "hundred small
slights' that she has received, thinking that nobody is naturally good and
kind-hearted.

3. What else rat& have influenced her actions? ft-19th century manners.

4. What kind of man is Smith? --Kind, gentle, honest, forthright, deter-
mined.
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5. What besides the letters shows you what 'Mud of man Smith is? --His
defense of her, his refusal to speak, his bringing flowers, and his attitude
of gentle understanding when she pours the porter on the geranium.

Co How long does the courtship take? --Spring to September, a plausible
length of time considering the way they were getting acquainted with a few
notes every evening.

T. What is the biggest change Smith's friendliness neakee ills seam-
stress ? -*She changes from being downtrodden to taking joy in life. Even
her appearance changes,

8. Why .4.13 Smith given no first name and the seamstress no name at all?
It helps support the atmosphere of formality and stresses the fact that they
do not know one another. It fits 19th century customs of address.

9. Now does this story help us to understand people ?ftepIt helps us realize
that sometimes people have to be worked with before they overcome the
barriers they throw up against other people. The seamstress is unable to
respond to Smith's kindness foe a long time.

10. What is the only time that Smith deviates from character? why? - -In
his letter of proposal, bit it is really in keeping with his policy of doing
everything the right and proper way. He copies a model letter, thinking
that he is proposing the coreect way. But he immediately reverts to his own
natural ways by sending a short note in his own language asking her to marry

11. This is a fairly typical story of boy-meets-girl, boy overcomes ob-
stacles and wins girl. How does Bunner keep it from being trite? -"Mainly
through the character of Smith who is not typically handsome but who is
genuine and mature.

12. Can you guess how the seamstress is going to react to Smith's kindness
after you have read a few pages? Do her actions fit her character? -*Yee.
Once she is established as a lady-like Victorian, we can fairly well predict
her slamming the window on Smith's porter, But her attention to her gera-
ultimo and her sensitivity as a human being foreshadow her ultimate response
to his flowers and kindnesses.

13. Does Smith act the way you would expect him to? so-Yea. After the
initial offer of porter

,
we know that whatever he does will he from the

same kind impulse to help someone (he thinks porter is good for her health
and will add meat) and to make her happy the brings flowers from the coun-
trYsideL

4. Excerpt from Thoreau's Walden

Explication

This paragraph is an example of noon- storied prose Instead of
being organized according to a plot lines it focuses on the establishment of

...Iii...10.111111111mw



a fact, in ccntraat with a myth. At the same time Thoreau by no means
leaves the myth of the Bottomless Pond 'aehind even when he has established
the fact that Walden Pond does have a bottom. Thus this simple experi-
rk.wv.i; i determining the depth of a pond ends as a commentary on the
human mind. Prom generalizing about the myth, to the very specific
measurements recorded in the middle of the paragraph, and back to the
myth as a philosophical necessity, Thoreau his given the paragraph a
pattern that lends itself to analysis. But not only should it prove useful
to students to see the generalization- specific detitil-gelterallaatiors pattern
of the paragraph, but also it should suggest to them that fact and fancy
may be brought together in literatire.

Stud.Questi.ons

1. Which of the first two poems in this unit does this selection most
resemble? --This question introduces the distinction between storied and
non-storied form. Students should see that this paragraph is like "On a
Fly", in that it does not tell a story but instead takes a matter-of-fact
subject and gives it wider significance.

2. Is there any difference between Thoreau's account of measuring
the depth of the pond and a scientist's account of a similar experiment?
-.Students will readily see that while Thorealis purpose in measuring the
depth of the pond is not very dithitent from a scientist's, he records his
experiment In a non - scien*ific fashion, by embedding it in a paragraph of
fanciful speculation.

3. This paragraph does not primarily tell a story; how, then, is
it planned? In what order does Thoreau tell things? --He discusses
myth of the Bottomless Pond as the reason he set out to measure the depth
of Walden; then the actual experiment is recorded in detail; and finally,
he Taurus to the myth for the meaning thstt it still possesses in the face
of fact.

4. Look up "Styx" in your dictionary and then explain why Thoreau
mentions it. --The mythological allusion suggests the kind of mystery that
human beings associate with the unknown.

5. Why does Thoreau say that the pond has "a rearawkeuly tient
bottom"? --This is a little humor directed at the notion of the bottomless
pond.

6. What does he mean by saying that not an inch of the pond's depth
"can be spared by the imagination"? The fact that the pond is fairly
deep encourages the imagination to believe that it is infinite.

*7. What is a symbol and what does the pond symbolize ? --Something



known that stands for the unknown; something definite that stands for tho
indefinite. The pond, because of its de, a; is able to stand for the
infinite.

8. Is there any sentence that stuns up the whole paragraph? Can
you explain Why this senterice is placed where it is? .The last sentence
stuns it up. The and of the paragraph gives particular emphasis to this
sentence.

9. Has Thoreau robbed the pond of mystery by measuring its depth?
What about-the climbing of Mount Everest; did that rob the Mountain of
mystery?..46-This question, at leant as far as Thoreau is concerned, should
be answered in the negative. In fact, he is quite "Mini to let Walden be
a symbol of the infinite ot he says, forgetting that he has determined its
depth. The sty9dents may wish to disagree with Thoreau's conclusion,
and, in this scientific age, have a good case.
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EaATURE

Introduction

At this point in the curriculum v' feel it is important for the
students to realize clearly that a storied form can be either fiction
or non-fiction. Later, they will begin to see that questions of storied
or nen-srteried form also involve questions of tone and purpose.
(Pil rim's Pro Tess, for example, is a F:toried form, but no one
r°,a s i as a nove . But such concepts are best left until later,
when the three basic headings of Subject, Form, and Point of View
begin to merge. Hence the introduction at this point in the cur-
riculum of aloft, storied, but non-fictional selections. Further,
the action, excitement, and suspense found in the selections should
be refreshing, and their shortness makes them less difficult to
comprehend and discuss in their totality than the later novels and
plays.

Discussion of the selections can take several profitable directions.
In contrast to earlier works, the students should be brought to see that
here the basic structure is narrative, that the primary organizing
principle is the relation of a series of events. The point of view in
all the selections is first person, but profitable distinctions can be
made between the degree of personal response and of projection of
personality thst appears in each piece. This distinction in turn can
lead to discussion of subject: the subject of the Lindbergh selection,
for instance, is alraor.4 entirely reportorial, factual description of
the flight itself; while the subject of the Byrd selection is as much
the man Byrd as it is the incident.

Since one of the main purposes of writing of this sort is to make
the reader participate in the experience, the students' attention should
be directed to some of the formal aspects of writing, such as diction,
vivid simile, selection of incident, paragraph construction, and any
other adpect of the work that stems usable. The students' under-
standing of the form and structure of narrative prose can be extended
by writing exercises. For example, following a discussion of the
beginning-middle-end narrative form, the students could be asked
to write a short personal account. They should be encouraged to
11/34 vivid details, concrete words, sensory impressions, and
figurative language.

Any good narrative should stand alone without a detailed intro-
duction, but many students respond better and achieve fuller under-
standing with the help of background preparation. These selections
lend themselves well to the introduction of such aids as pictures
from magaklnes, motion pictures and slides, maps, and actual
objects. These should inspire interest, provide the environment
for the action the characters are engaged in, and help develop
new ideas.

The arrangement of the selections lute been determined by the
degree of personal involvement the author demonstrates. Thus, the
first piece, from Charles Lindbergh's 177e. is almost completely
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reportorial. Then follow selections from Nansen's Farthest North
Heyerdahl's Ikon -_,Tiki St. Exupery's Wind, Sand and gta,...urs
Byrd's Alone. The last selections wilrgirseen to have Moved a
consideral=way in tone and consequently in subject from the pure
objectivity of the first.

I. From We, by Charles Lindbergh.
Text. See Student Version.

It is difficult for young people to catch the flavor of an era as

distant in time to them as May 1927, when Charles Lindbergh flew
the Atlantic, the first non-stop solo flight across the ocean. Perhaps
it is too much to expect them to visualize the gaudy, glittering era
of the Twenties, that ten-year party celebrating the end of America's
childhood, with the terrible hangover of the depression years to fol-
low. Equally difficult is it to try to imagine the wave of adulation

and hero-worship that swept the country as the result of Lindbergh's
achievement. Perhaps those historians are right who see it es a
desperate attempt to relate to a lost innocence and a simpler code,
an attempt to make Lindbergh a symbol of what America no longer
was but wished it might still be, an attempt to deny the realities of
life in the Twenties. For against a background of loosening morals,
easy money, graft in high government circles, and a nationwide
disregard for the Constitution and law as evidenced by the total
failure of Prohibition--a disregard for law and a basic dislike for
the "cops" from which many sociologists say we have never re-
coveredLindbergh" s achievement, his modeecy, dedication, and
integrity, stand in sharp contrast. This is at least an explanation
for the phenomenon of his uwaralleled popularity, Lindbergh could
have had anything he wanted, Some of this should, if possible, be
conveyed to the students, because with this background the simplicity
and total lack of self-dramatization that one finds in We is even more
remarkable. The students could well draw parallelsTrom their
own experience in the roughly similar attitude of, say, the astronaut
John Glenn, in a roughly similar situation.

It Walt also increase their sense of history if it is pointed
out to them that the Wright brothers flew the first airplane barely
sixty years ago, and that barely thirty years separate Lindbergh's
epochal flight --a flight made now in six hours by commercial jets
hundreds of times monthly--from the flight around the world of a
humanbeingina manned space capsule. 'Ithe acceleration of phenomena
is so rapid that one barely has time to gasp. Lest they think all this
is as ancient as Adam, it might be pointed out that Charles Lindbergh
is still alive and vigorous, and still active in aviation,

In discussion the point should be made clear that this, though
factual, is nonetheless a storied form. It is the straight chronological
account of a flight from America to Europe. The students should
notice that the concentration is on what happened, and very little is
said about the author's state of mind or his emotions. To fit the
tone, the style is simple, the sentences and paragraphs short, and
there is no "mood writing. " This aspect of the piece will serve well
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for later contrasts with St. Er.apery.

okegjions,

Note: For the first couple of selections, no attempt has been made
to distinguish between easy and difficult questions. The selections
are simple, and most of the study questions deal with' concepts that
should be grasped by all students.

1. You have been dealing this year with various methods of
organizing writing. What is the basic method of organization
of this selection?--The students should see that this is a
chronological narrative, a storied form. Discuss the dif-
ference between storied and non-storied forms with them,
so that they get the distinction between a work structured
around the narrative of a sequence of events and other
principles of organization.

2. Lindbergh's flight actually happened. It is t''..-.e, not fiction.
Would it have made any difference to the organization of the
selection if it were fiction? --Again, the students should see
that both fact and fiction, prose and poetry, can be storied
in form,

3. One of the main differences between storied and non-storied
forms is that storied forms usually have a clearly defined
beinning, middle, and end. In this selection the divisions
are particularly clear. Find them. --This should be very
easy, as the first and last paragraphs constitute the logical
beginning and end. The students should be made aware of
the advantage of having a beginning-middle-end pattern in
writing of this sort. They should be encouraged to relate
their observations to their own writing, where an introduction-
body-conclusion pattern serves the same purpose.

4. This is a first-person narrative. How much did you-learn
about Lindbergh from reading this passage? --Most of them
will probably see that very little of the manta personality
comes through. lie never mentions his feelings or his re-
action to anything. The writing is quite objective. Lind-
bergh is quite laconic in describing such dangers as ice
forming Oil his wings, or having Wily blind through the fog.

5. The word "style" is a loose term used to describe the way
someone writes. It is possible to recognize many writers°
works through their very distinctive style. Style involves
such things as choice of words, length and type of sentences,
use of imagery, and other aspects of writing. What can you
say about Lindbergh's style? Does his style contribute any-
thing to the tone of the piece? --The Students will probably
notice the short, simple sentences, the short paragrapha,
and the total lack of any imagery. They should see that
this is an integral part of the objective, laconic, reportorial
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tone of the passage. Later comparison with the highly ornate
St. Exupery will help them become aware of some of the as-
pects and effects of style.

O. Many stories deal with some sort of conflict. It is the out-
come of the conflict that interests the reader. Is there any
conflict in the selection you have just read? If there
what was the outcome? --Some students will undoubtedly see
that though it is unspoken, there is a conflict here between
raars and nature, and that the resolution of the conflict by the
successful crossing is one of the things that gives the passage
some coherence.

7. No writer is perfect. Can you find anything which you might
wish to criticize in this passage, as far as organization,
development, or unity are concerned? --There are several
paragraphs in which Lindbergh veers away from the flight
narrative to make observations which he then does not develop.
Some of the students may notice that these tend to break the
unity of the selection, and to distract the reader by opening
up side trails. Cf. the three paragraphs beginning with
The English farms were very impressive.... "

8. What does the following sentence really say: "The sun went
down shortly after passing Cherbourg, and soon the beacons
along the Paris-London airway became visible. " --This is
one of the most common errors in writing, and if the sat-
dents can see it in a model, perhaps they will become aware
of it in their own writing. The sun, of course, did not pass
Cherbourg; Lindbergh did.

II. From Farthest North, by Fridtjof Nansen
Text. See stud enct

Fridtjof Nansen, the famous Norweigan explorer, was a
humanitarian, statesman, marine zoologist, pioneer ocean-
ographer, and aulhor. In 1888 he and five other men crossed
Greenland from east to west. Then in 1393 he outfitted the Pram,
having built it to withstand ice floes, and sailed North again. He
and Hjalmar Johansen left the Frain and tried to reach the North
Pole by kayak and sled. They came within some 272 miles of their
destination, closer than any man bad ever been before. The two
years the men had spent in the Arctic became the subject of Farthest
North.

In 1922 the famous explorer was awarded the Nobel Peace Pew)
for his work with World War I refogees. Franz Josef Land was r_ -
named in his honor. His most enduring monument, however, remains
Farthest North an able and exciting account of man &pins the Ole



The passage included here illustrates the basic narrative pattern
of beginning, middle, and end. It is a brief episode, occurring when
the men were nearing the end of their terrible journey. It is this fact
that lends a special poignancy to the episode. To have come so far,
so painfully, to have endured two years of lonely travel across the
Arctic wastes, and then to be faced with death and defeat, with the
end almost in sight, not as a result of the elements, but only because
of one secondr carelessness all this adds to the horror the reader
feels as he watches, with Nansen, the kayak drift out into the icy sea.

Point out to the students for better, let them tell you) the under-
lying narrative pattern, the situation, complications, and solution.
Ask them to note the use of concrete words. The language is simples
direct. From what has been told in this passage, can the students
draw any conclusions about the author? The fact that Nansen had
survived two years in the frozen wastes of the Arctic speaks for it-
self, of course. But in this one episode alone, one quality emerges
that is essential to an aeezeqorer. He acts as quickly as he thinks,
and he does not hesitate. Such hesitation would have been fatal here.
He leas couragerous as well as decisive. He points out that, since
kie had no choice, his action would hardly be termed courageous.
Ask for opinions.

The students should notice that this selection is far more personal
in tone than the Lindbergh selection, It might be interesting to have
them count the number of times the word "I appears in the two sel-
ections. It might also be instructive to have them compare the num-
ber of times such abstractions as "soy" "delight" or "courage" crop
up in the two pieces. In this way they could begin to see how within
the same basic narrative form the subject and point of view of a
piece can vary enormously.

St14ystions
1. Discuss the incident related in this passage in class, to make

sure you understand the words and the situation, --Make sure
the studerts understand such things as the wind being "off
the ice, ti. certain death involved if Nansen had turned
back, what Rake are and why Neilsen shot them, hat a kayak
is, and anything else that is unfamiliar.

2. Is there a beginning-middle eend pattern in this story? If
so, wlierewould you make the divisions? --One cannot be
arbitrary about divisions like this, and the students may
disagree about where they would make their divisions.
But they should all come up with something. One probable
division would be paragraphs one and two for the beginning;
three through six or seven for the middle; and seven or
eight fOr the end. The Main thing they should see is that
there is an introduction, a conflicts and a resolution of
conflict, a pattern which arouses and theft satisfies our



expectations.

3. How much do we learn about Nansen from this passage?
How does Nansen's story differ from Lindbergh's in such
things as tone and subject? --See explication. The students
should be able to notice the increased emphasis on the nar-
rator's internal state, and his concern with his predicament,

4. Good writing involves, among other things, the use of concrete
tietails and vivid description. Can you find any examples of
such things in this selection? --Select pertinent passages from
the text and discuss them with the students.

5. You have discussed conflict in the Lindbergh belection. Is
there any conflict here? --Yes indeed. Again we have the
conflict between man and harsh nature. But there is also
the conflict of Nansen with himself, a type of conflict of
which Lindbergh makes no mention. This is, of course, a
function of subject, and the students should see that the sub-
ject of this selection is almost as much Nansen as it is "man
against the elements.

6. Compare Nansen's style with Lindbergh'sThose students
with an ear will readily see that Nansen's style, though perhaps
a bit stiff and formal, is still more mature than Lindbergh's,
which is barely better than what they could write themselves.

7. No writer is perfect. Can you find anything which you might
want to change, or criticise, or eliminate? --This question
will elicit all sorts of answers. Probably some of the stu-
dents will question the introduction of the shooting of the
auks in a narrative concerned with the saving of a boat.
This is a moot question, and a good case could be made
either for its inclusion or its exclusion.

HI. "Catching Sharks with our Hands" from Kon -Tiki, Thor Heyerdahl

It was not simply a yearning for adventure that took Thor Heyerdahl
and his companions across the Pacific on a crude balsa raft. The jour-
ney was undertaken to prove a theory. Heyerdahl believed that the
islands of the Pacific had been settled by early American Indians who
sailed there hundreds of years ago. Other anthropologists believed
Asia to be the source of all Island cultures, and doubted besides that
an early American crat cad poseibly have sailed that far. The
question of course was debatable, but Heyerdahl undertook to prove
his point by making the voyage himself. He left the coast of Peru
in April 1947 on a balsa raft named Kon-Tiki in honor of the ancient
pre-Inca sun god.

Although the expedition was scientific in nature, it was neverthe-
less a great adventure. Piloting the crudely made vessel across the
world's greatest ocean was an undertaking that required great couee
rage. There were many dangers to be faced, known and unforeseen.
In a oudden storm, they would be at the mercy of great waves and
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screaming winds that could smash the tiny raft to matchwood. They
might miss their goal and drift on until they died of hunger and exhau-
stion. And There were sharka....

Text. See Student Version
cat

This is really two excerpts that we have put side by side for
comparison. The first selected passage (A. ) is part of e. section
cle-aling with the creatures that abounded in the detail sur-
rounding the raft. Whales and dolphins have preceded the sharks,
the octopuses, squids, and tunas follow. The students should
quicially see that this is not an essay about sharks. It is a nar-
z ative -which relates in story form some of the author's exper-
iences with sharks. He tries to share these experiences with
his readers by using vivid descriptions that are impressionistic
and sensory. His chummy use of "we" seems to include us with
the crew, and so vicariously we feel the threatening presence of
the sharks, "the dorsal fin always stuck up menacingly. " Beyer-
dahlia masterful use of diction should be pointed out to the students.
Help them to understand the effective use of metaphor and simile,
as well as strong, precise verbs and pictorial adjectives. Have
the students read again the passage that describes the sharks as
they follow the mg,. to appreciate the force of words like "un-
bridled strength, " "steamlined bodies, " "steel muscles, 1'
"razor sharp teeth, " "ccescent-shaped jaws." "broad flat head"
which built up the feeling of fear and danger. Also notice the
verbs chosen to V2describe tne high points of action -- 'heaved him-
self toward the raft, " "water boiled round us, " "lashed the water
into a foam. " The si.mnfreh of the shark and its behavior are
details expressed by comparisons--d pits bent like spaghetti, "

shark lumped up like a begging dog, " "parallel rows of sawlike
teeth, " darnell green cat's eyes and enormous jaws which could
swallow footballs, "till the war dance was over. "

Get the students to notice the order in which various experiences
have been de n:4 with. Beginning with the vague feeling of being men-
aced ky the dorsal fins sticking up out of the water as the sharks
follow the raft, each paragraph adds more detail of the strength of
the sharks: the bundle of steel muscles, the rows of saw-like
teeth, and finally the impenetrable skin that turns aside a knife.
The cumulative effect is very ifowerful, and is skillfully handled.

The second section (B. ) occurs after the crew has visitc.4 .aster
Island. Seasoned sailors--cr rather raftsmenw-by this time, they
have become familiar with the oc ; and with familiarity, respect
has dwindled. Even the sharks do not awe them so much any more,
and they begin to take liberties with them that would have been un-
thinkable in the beginning. They *tart by feeding them bits of fish
tied to the end of a rope, and making them beg like pet dogs. Grad-
ually they grow braver, until they end up pulling the sharks' tails.
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However, they still respect the five or six rows of razor-sharp
teeth, and the iron muscles that make a sledge hammer out of the
tail.

Longer than the first excerpt, this narrative lacks the easy
flow of the first selection, and the students might La able to detect
weaknesses in the order of the paragraphs. While the account of
lenutls close escape from the jaws of a shark is very interesting
and full of suspense, it interrupts the continuity of thought that
began with the feeding of the sharks and ended with the tail pulling.

This would be a good time to discuss with the students the
difference between narrative used to tell a fictional story, and
this kind of narrative that conveys actual experiences. The fictional
writer is able to choose exactly what he wants in order to bring
his story to the desired ending, and he uses only those details
that contribute to his planned effect. The reporter of actual ex-
periences is limited by the necessity for truthfulness in the telling.
He must report what happened, and he has ro control over the
sequence of events. It takes imaginative writing to maintain a
feeling of suspenee in this prolonged conflict he,ween a handful
of men on a raft* and the ruthless and omnipotent sea.

The tone of the writing is worth commenting upon. It is not
the impersonal reporting of Lindbergh, nor yet quite as personal
as Nansen's account, which includes dialogue. While describing
accurately and in detail the dangers that surrounded them, the
passage is restrained in treatment and plays down the courage
and endurance of the author and his crew_

AtquALtions for Activities especially helpful for slower students.

After reading the title of the narrative the students may want to
tell about sharks. They have had some experience with sharks from
the 'TV programs they have observed and through their reading. Dur-
ing their discussion, Ifstontheboard. the facts they mention. Jater,
have the students compare these facts with the information given by
Heyerdahl. What knowledge did they obtain from the selection?

To help the students visualize the geography of the narrative,
have them locate Callaoo Peru (naval harbor where the raft was
built): Marquesas islands; Pukapuka (an island sighted by crew);
Raroia reef (the boat grounded on this rean; Tahiti (the island
where the raft was towed); Humboldt and South Equatorial Cur-
rents (the ocean currents that carried the raft).

If they are curious about the construction of the raft read
"Across the Pacific by Raft" pp. 83-86 in the "Permabook" paper-
back edition of the book. Vihy did Heyerdahl insist on using a
raft instead of a boat? Read about naming p. 91,
Encourage students to read other incidents of efiridiienture.
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Pim& Qualm
1. Thor Heyerdahl, the author of the selection, chose the

first-person point of viewthat is, Ile was one of the
seamen, a member of the crew. It 43 through his writing
that you learn about the members of the crew and their
experience in capturing sharks. Why does this choice of
the first person make the adventure seem more real?
Would the narrative have been the aame if it had been
written front the third person point of view? Give your
reasons. --The emphasis which personal interest adds
to contain details would be lost, and the effect could be
a lack of involvement for the reader. This, of couree,
is not necessarily true, and an interesting discussion
might ensue.

2. Heyerdahl said, "We had great respect for sharks on
account of their reputation and their alarming appearance.
What did he mean? How did the shark earn the crew's
respect? Describe his "alarming appearance. 111 What
features of the shark seemed most terrifying to you?
The sharks' size, great strength, swift movements, and
sharp teeth caused the crew to respect them. Also, the
creatures had the reputation of being the man-eating
variety of sharks. When the crew attempted to capture
the sharks, the gaff bent and the Spearheads of the har-
poons were broken. The students shotild noticeihow the
author describes each part of the shark's body: for ez
ample, "the fin always stuck up menacingly.' 6 Have them
find other illustrations.

3. To help you see and feel the excitement of the "hectic struggle"
and "tug of war" with the shark, the author has suggested
comparisons between two different things, "small green
cat's eyes" and "sandpaper armor on the shark'e back.
He has used the figure of speech called a metaphor in these
descriptions. He used another fiEure of speech called a
simile--"gaffs bent like spaghetti and "bamboo 'dick stuck
up like a perisolpe, " which states the comparison by the
use of the word "like". DISCUSS the meaning of other
metaphors and similes you found in the selection. Why did
the author use comparisons? --See explication.

4. To help you share his impressions of the sharks, the
author has used many descriptive words to add meaning
to the nouns: "unbridled strength, " "steel muscles, "to

shwaluikralvs. I Find other artraiptive words.
-We Tv- "mion.

5. Notice the verbs Heyerdahl has chosen to describe the
exciting moments ---"Knut heaved himself toward the
raft, " "the water boiled roiritruli, " and "the tail lashed
the water into foam="Why did he choose those
--See explication.
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Compare the organisatio* of selection A with that of
selection 7. How do they differ? Which do you feel
is the more effective writing? -See expliattion.

7. Although the narrative reetes time incidents, may of
the elements found in fictional storytelli iare present.
One of these is conflict. Kaplain the tz .4 fa these
selections. Ilhat is the effect upon the reader? -*The
conflict between the men and the sharks creates suspense .

and heightens interest in the story.

8. What kind of people are the author and Ma companions
on the raft? How do you know? What are your feelings
about them? --The students are sure to say the men
acre brave and that they admirether..n.. The narrative
itself makes mention of this, but the undertaking
was one that required great courage. Part of the
appeal of this type of literature is the vicarious
eLverience of facing danger and identifying with the
hero.

Sjaimtions for porapositi.on:

1, If you were given the time and money to make a journey,
where wou1c you go? Write a paragraph giving reasons
for your choice and what you would hope to learn.

2. Prepare a report about one of the Blowing and present
it to the chew

a. Who Peopled Polynesia
b. Legend of Kon-Tiki
c. Beilding the Balsa Raft
d. Choosing a Crew
e. Course of the Journey
f. Winds and Currents of the Pacific

Information about the suggested topics can be found in
the complete book which is ava:lable in a
paperback edition CI7einvok P 243).

Other Activities

Go to the library and find othst travel stories that might
interest your eks. Make A,..Ust of them for the etin
board. with ithe libritisia about the correct way
to wake a bibliograpby. ." Choose one of the *Arles and
read A.



M. From Alone Richard Evelyn Byrd

Author

Scientist, explorer, and military commander, Rizthard Evelyn
Byrd was an important figure in the exploration of both the Ant-
arctic and Arctic regions. In 1928 he let an enpedition to the Ant-
arctic and established a base at the Bay of Whales. The followinst
year Byrd and three crew members flew over the South Pole,
the first ever to do eo, indeed the first to actually see the Pole.

Byrd's adventures began at the age of twelve when he left
his home in Virginia and traveled alone to the Philippines. At
thirteen he had already sailed around the world. Longing for
further adventure, Byrd made careful plans to explore the North
and South Poles. Since this would require seamanship, he entered
Virginia Military Academy. After graduation, he was appointed
a midshipraan at Annapolis, but due to a series of football accidents,
he was left unfit for active duty. Still interested in exploration,
however, he decided to become a flier.

On May 9, 1926, accompanied by Floyd Bennett, he made the
first airplane flight from Spitsbergen to the North Poles going
there and back ist fifteen hours. Later be began . his conquest -of
the Antarctic. On his second expedition he spent several months
alone at the advance base.

During the long winter months, Admiral Byrd kept an accurate
and detailed record of his experiences at the Advance Weather
Base in Antarctica. This record provided the basis for his book
Alone. His problem in writing was to select and condense the per-
sonal and scientific material in his journal which would be inter-
esting and meaningful to his readers. The result was a vivid and
exciting description of his existence in the hostile wilderness of
Antaractica.

Text. See Student Version.

Byrd's account is much more personal than Lindbergh's or
Nements. in explaining his purpose in manning a weather base
alone during the Antarctic winter night of 1934, he states that he
wanted to hknow that kind of experience to the full," the experience
of being physically and spiritually on his own. In many respects
he ewes with Thoreau the desire to give up the complexities of
modern life and all the pressures that wish a man this way and that.
In the solitude of the Antarctic winter night, Byrd hoped to confront
life deliberately and take inventory of his soul.

The episode assigned is sufficiently self-gcontained to illustrate
narrative form. From the safe beginnings of the storm, Bywhile rd
remains in the shack, to his growing awareness of the storm, to the
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climax of the storm and the shutting of the trap door and the re-
sulting moment of panic, to the aearch for the shovel and the re-
turn to safety, we have a dramatically organized unit. The account
gains its power to move the reader by the fact that it is a true
story told by the person who lived through the experience and who
was sensitive enough to respond in a more than animal-like struggle
for suredva As readily-8, we are fully aware, of the vulnerability
of human life, the will to survive, and the personal courage of
the man. This is net an anonymous human being in danger of
losing his hate, but a particular individual who suffers and whose
sufferings become universal as well as individual.

Apart from the dramatic skill of the telling, the writer commun-
icates the experience by his ability to use language vividly. His
figures of speechmetaphors, similes, personifications--a his
considerable towers of description enable the reader to share
the experience and not merely hear a report of it, as in Lindbergh's
narrative. Preserving a fine balance between the record of what
happened and the irderpretation of it, Byrd keeps us very much in
touch both with the objective realities of his situation and with his
subjective responses, relating them weal the detachment of a wise
yet fully human person.

SttL.4...Questions

1. How has Byrd organized the account of this incident to make
it complete as a narrative in itself? -- Be begins with the first
signals of a storm, shows it growing in strength, reaching a climax
as he climbs the pole, and a catastrophe as he lets the trap-door
close; his moment of panic, his rational approach to the reoblem;
and safety. once more--all this clearly gives the narrative a
beginning, middle, and end.

2. What was Byrd's purpose in going aloft? -- Be was a scientist
seeking information about wind velocity; he was not simply taking
risks for the sake of adventure,

3. What kind of man is this who observes the beauty of a red
candle against "the rou -hewn snow?" What do you. notice about
Ws descriptions gene ? The artist's eye 'and powers of des-
cription.

4. What part do comparisons play in Byrd's description of i.ise storm?
Find the one that he uses repeatedly, me To the reader who he of
course never been in Byrd's situation, the experience can be compre-
hensible only through comparison with more iamiLiar eweriences;
hence Byrd uses many awes and metaphors, The one that heuses most often is a comparison of the drifting snow with the sea:"as an incoming tide;" "I breaeted it as l might a heavy surge'
"pounding like the surf."

5. How does the telling of Byrd's experiences differ from the



others you have read in this unit? -- Byrd shares his thoughts with
his readers. The other writers do not do this, but limit their
writing to an account of what happened. Byrd specifies his reactions
to his eircurestarices, and allows the reader to get inside his mind
and feel the frustration, panic, weariness, and blessed deliverance
that he experiences emotionally.

6. Under ordinary concEtione, the shack would not appear as the
most desirable place in the world to be0 How is our view of it
affected by the storm? -so The shack becomes a sanctuary; Byrd's
glimpse of At 'down the ventilator sures up its value for him at this
moment.

T. Although the even*s Byrd is describing are true, he uses many of
the devices employed by a fiction storyteller. Row, for example,
does he hold the reader in stapense as he struggles to open the
Jammed trap door? -- The contra between the danger and discom-
fort of his predicament and the safety and warmth of the shack,
the conflict between the powerful forces of nature and the frail
creattme, man, the re itition of struggle followed by failure until
success is finally achieved -are all literary devices that heighten
suspense.

8. The fact that Byrd survived to write the story of his experiences
leaves no doubt about the outcome of his dangerous adventure.
Does this knowledge destroy the suspense or lessen the reader's
Interest in the narrative? No, the dramatic quality of Byrd's
writing involves the reader emotionally so that he identifies with the
explorer in his struggle against the elements.

a. What series of emotions does Byrd pass through from the moment
he discovers that the trap-door is shut? se. Panic, desire for his
shack, hope of finding the shovel; relief and happiness at regaining
Us shack.

10. This is more than simply an adventure story about a mane
who survived the rigors of life in Antarctica. It deals also with
human qualities and spiritual experiences. What are some of the
abstract subjects of this narrative? me. Courage, hope, fear,: endur-
ance, the search far knowledgo, truth, integrity, loneliness are all
subjects treated through the concrete facts of this story.
11. In what way has this experience, lived vicariously with Byrd,
changed your .view on life in general? "H. He has helped us to un-
derstand the tremendous natural forces which dwarf man until he
appears small and helpless by comparison. We also appreciate:.
More the strength of character that can endure and overcome such
relentless opposition.

12. What quality in Byrd impresses you most? His courage, a
courage, that is all, the more impressive because the seneitielty
of he man in some ways make: him more vulnerable to the
destructive effects of the whole experience.
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13. When you read the excerpts from Kan-TIM, you discussed
the importance of precise verbs, pictoMRatives. metaphor, and
simile. Byrd also uses these things effectively', and adds another
interesting figure of opeech, .p.,:rson. This attributes human
qualities to inanimate objects, For instance, he writes that "the
gale robbed in the ventilator. '' What other example of personification
can you find in this selection? Why do you think Byrd uses this
figure of speech i? -- "the Barrier wiwrenches "oat from quietude,"
"the blizzard vaulted to gale force,"Ir"tthe e poimded the roof
with sledge-hammer blows." The use of personification makes the
storm appear to be a personal enemy, `Ivindictive" and remalevolent,

heightens the drama of the conflict between man and nature.

V "The Elements, " from Wuxi Stars. by Antoine de
Saint Ezupdry.

Introduction

"The Elements" is taken from tt Sand. and Star& a re-
markable book that recounts Saint- Ds rya enperiences as a
pioneer pilot. It is filled with excitement and adventure, but
that is not its chief charm. The French pilot had a remarkable
feel for language; his book captures in an almo"t indefinable
manner the very essence of flight.

Saint- Ezupdry we 3 an air pioneer, opening commercial routes
over Africa, the southern Atlantic, and the Andes. He published
llfaht Pilt in 1932, Southern Mail in 1933, and Wind S..

Stars in 1919. In that year he received one of Framer) top
literary awards.

his plan was short down in May 3110, while he WAG fighting
the aermans. Eventually he made his way to the United States
via Portugal. He published three books while a resident in the
States in 1942, Airman's Od ss in 1943, and
The Little prince, a children's fantasy, 1943.

He managed to find a way to rejoin the French forces resisting
the Ge.smans in France, and was reported missing in action in
1944. His plane had disappeared over the Alpo during a battle with
the Germans.

Explication

"The Elements" is more than just an account of the author's
experiences when he was caught in a cyclotte along the c to=t of
southern Argentina, although his description is masterly. It is
also a philosophical reflection upon the duality of man whose phy-
sical being dominates the spiritual in =meats of crisis. The
Esm however, b narrative, with the incidents arranged in
chronological order, and the students will have no trouble in iden
tifyiky, the beginning, middle, and end pattern of tin storied *WM.
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Discusa with the class Saint-Ezuptres reaction to the storm.
He analyzes his own feeling at some length, and concludes he is
not the same man now as the one that was caught in the twister.
He believes that horror is not present while something happens; an
event can only be looked at with horror afterwards. Such an
analytical,reaction *ill cause. studeige to think about Point of
View in an new way, This is written in first person, but here
we have SainteEzupery, the writer, describing the emotions of
Saint-Ezup6ry, the OA. He looks at this altogether different
man dispassionately, as he had looked, during the storm, at his
hands frozen on the controls. Can the students see any difference
in the way Saint-Ezupery , the writer, feels about the storm, and
the way Saint-Ezup6ry, the pilot, caught in a life-and-death struggle,
felt? Ask them to note that the idea expressed in the opening lines
is returned to again at the close, leaving a feeling of narrative
completeness.

The author's =Is is worth commenting upon. Although all
these selection have been written in the first person, there is a
world of difference between the imperronal reporting of Lindbergh,
and the emotional involvement of Saint-Exupery. lie treatment of
detail seed skillful use of figurative image create sensory im-
pressions that make the narrative "come dive" for the reader.
If there is a flaw in hie style, it is that in the more reflective
passages Saint-Exupky borders on the "flowerye"

This sear -ttion more than the others shows very clearly the
abstract subject.pf the Istesagef In fact, the author states it
himself in the f fi sentence: °The physical drama itself cannot
touch us total someone points out its spiritual sense," Several
time during the narrative, in addition to the inte-teduction, he makes
the same point that there is no drama at all except in human relations
This may be rather difficult for some eighth grade students to un-
derstand, but discussion in was should help them to grasp the idea.

St.ati ns.

I. Why does Saint-Ezup6r? think Conradls description ef the
effect of a t yphoon upor a group of i?eople in the hold of a ship
was more effective than an attempt to describe the storm itself?
we It is not the account of the physical violence of a atorm that has
power to :rove people but the effect of the storm on human beings(

2. Why does he doubt whether people will be affected by his battle
with the storm? e- He is trying to convey-as objectively as possible
what went on at the time a his great struggle with the °laments. Ike
is trying

aft
to tell the tale without adding to it the horror that is part

of the aftermath of such an experience,

3. Does he succeed in keeping a sense of horny** out of hie account,
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while yet presenting the experience in its full intensity? teaP Yes, he
records what happened and what he felt at the time, which was nothorror but rather a feeling of emptiness. He was far too busy
trying to keep alive.

4. How does he create an atmosphere of foreboding before the storm
breaks? The unusual blueness of the ahy. which 'glittered like
a new-honed knife," upset the pilot. He also reports that he was
bothered by "a sort of ash- colored streamer in the sky" which

d isot like the look a." He tells of tightening his harness, endthe
did

distaste" which he felt as he prepared for physics/
exertion. The whole tone of the three paragraphs before the
storms breaks prepares the reader for something unpleasant, and
it is largly the author's choice of words that creates this atmos-
phere, such words aselsecret little quivering.," and "a warning
drum on the wings of your plane."

B. Why does he have a single sentence as a parpgraph at the moment
that tbs..storm heaps? Co emphasise the dramatic effect.

ea What is his definition of a symbol and wily is his choice of
image a good one to describe his situation? "...the event to
which one is subjected is visualised in a symbol that representsits swiftest summing up." His image, the man carrying plates
on a waxed floor, suggests the precariousness of his position.
7. Are his emotions similar to Byrd's in his struggle with the
elements? No, on the wholt Saint Exupry is too busy handlingthe plane to have time to feel much; he mentions only brig
spasms of panic. "1 had ilte thoughts. I had no feelings except
the feeling of being emptied out. My strength was draining out ofme and so was my impulse to go on fighting."

8. Why does be repeat ovor ar,d over to himself, "I shut my hands?"
-- Everything deptals on his grip on the wheel, and he is afraid
his numb Zingers will let go.

9, Compare his descriptien of the see, with Linaberghtac Whatdifference do you notice? Salmi Ikupry is much more vivid,using similes (the whiteness of crushed sugar and the green ofemeralds). Lindbergh simply says that the ocean was "c,overed withwhite caps."

10. Which cal these two writers who describe things as seen fromthe sky gives you a greater sense of what it is to be flying? vowStilt Enver!, because his similes and mete,phors are much moreeraphic than Lindbergh's bald description. Students can be askedto pick out a number of effective similes and metaphors.
E. Find t'le beginning, the middle, and the end of this narrative.What do you notice about the beginning and the end? The beginningairi the end both deal with the Ofee.e idea: there is r drama withtut hunrn relationships. The tong middle section contains the play-breplay account of the storm.



12. What do you notice about the order in which the events of
the storm are rebated? They are arranged in chronological
order.

13. Now that you have read and discussed this selection, what would
you say it in ate? !e there an abstract subject flat lies deeper
than the story itself? -- Yes. See Expli cation.

14. You have already discussed some differences between Lindbergh's
writing and Saint-E1-4A-41712. limy does Saint-Exupires purpose
in writing differ from Lindbergh `s? Does this reflect in the author's
point of view? If you think it does, explain how. See Exillication.

15. All of the selections you have read in this unit were written by
men whom we =Wig consider to be adventurers. Do you think
that at the time they were living these experiences they felt the
adventure? Explain your answers. Saint-Z=027 answerwthis
question very well in "The Elements."

Su

1. With the aid of your librarian, compile a bibliography of
eviatim stories that you thins students in your class would enjoy
reading.

2. Choose one of these books to read, then prepare a report for
the class, recounting some of the highlights.

24 have you ever lived through an experience that was not at all
funny at the time, yet afterwards you were able to 30,ugh about it?
Or perhaps you suffered a painful everience from which you
emerged a wiser person. r prepare to recount your experience
orally to the class, or write a few paragraphs about it. In prepare,
ation you will need to list all the events in the order in which they
happened. You will also need to plan a good introduction and a
satisfying ending.

4. Search current newspapers and magazines for examples of people
whose experiences you think would belong in this unit. Make a brief
statement giving your reasons for including each.

5. Make a bulletin board for the classroom using Aikegagse as the
theme.
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NARRATIVE POETRY

Introduction

This unit is intended to build upon the knowledge of poetry gained by
the students through the seventh grade study of ds, and to prepare
hem for the study of lyric poetry to be iug-IAnced next yee.: All of
the poems included here are narratives, although irony of them do more
than merely tell a story. We have tried to order them so that they will
serve to bridge the gap between the storied ballad form, and the non-
storied lyric. Most of them lie somewhere between the entertaining
narrative of "LochiLwar, " which opens the unit, and the philosophic
treatment of "The Man He Killed" which contains many features of a
lyric, and with which we have ended the unit.

aft era 17"111411M1 01ws

Only one longnarrative is included, "The Prisoner of Chilton.
The ethers are all rather short, and each has been chosen for its own
special emphasis which will provide a basis for comparison and contrast.
It is not intended that each poem shall be studied in exhaustive detail.
We hope rather to acquaint the students with a variety of narratives of
a non,-ailsd nature, and to introduce a number of poetic terms such
as symbol, dramatic monologue, continuous form, connotation, and
imagery, and to reinforce what has already been taught about meter,
rhyme scheme, simile, and metaphor.

The questions focus upon the poems through a consideration of
Subject, Form, and Point of View, and have been designed to bring out
the relationships that exist between these useful if arbitrary divisions.

It will be noted that several of these poems deal with varying attitudes
towards war. It was felt that a few poems growW around a single topic
(and currently such a timely topic) would stimulate discussion about
such things as the writer's attitude toward his subject, the solicited
response of the reader, from and bombast, the power of poetry to
persuade, and the whole question of poetry as an emotional as well as
an intellectual stimulus.

All of the poems used here are to be found in ,Stour P me edited
by Louis Untertneyer, and published by Washington Square ess,
Paperback W555 160$. Page numbers refer to the page in that volume
where the poem will be found. NOTE: For your convenience, the
questions asked in the Student Version are printed here, along with
possible answers, except where answers are readily apparent and
therefore not needed here.

READ: LOCHINVAR by Mr Walter Scott: pa 153.



auk uestioi
1. There are a few words in

to you, Some of them you will be
up the others in yew dictionary.

Line 5 dauntless
Line 7 brake
Line laggard, dasberd
Line le craven
Line 26 quaffed

-2-

the poem that might be unfamiliar
able to guess from the context, Look

Line 30

Line 33
Line 38
Line 30

"Now tread we a
measure

gelliard
charger
croupe

Line 41 scaur

2, Retell the events of the story in your own words.

3. On the concrete level, this poem is about a bride who was
carried off on her wedding day by her lover. On the deeper level of
ideas, what abstract subjects does this poem deal with?

4. Where does the action of the story take place? What clues do
you find in the poem? ga" This is just inside the Scottish border from
Northumberland, The clues are the Eske River, the Solway, the mention
of the Border in stanza 1, Netherby,and Cannobie Lee.

5. How does this poem differ from the ballads that you read last
year about lovers? 649 The guy got the gal in this poem! In the ballads,
they were always parted.

6, Why had Lochinvar been refused permission to marry the bride?
Where did he go with her when they rots off? What was the groom's
name? Why are you not told these details? Is this it ballad? -- We are
not told these details because they are not essential for the telling of
this story; indeed they would detract from it. A good case could be
made for calling this poem a literary ballad on these grounds; however,
the language is far from simple, and the poet's views are very apparent.
Also there is no incremental repetition.

7, What is the meter of the traditional ballad? Does this poem
follow the same pattern? What does the rhythm suggest to you? The
traditional ballad meter has four accented syllables in the first and third
lines, and three accented syllables in the second and fourth lines.
Obviously this is not a typical ballad stanza, and the rhythm suggests
the galloping of a horse.

8. What is the rhyme scheme of the traditional ballad? How does
it compare with this poem? 4111.9 The traditional ballad rhymes ABAC.
This poem has rhyming couplets throughout.

9. Conversation and repetition are two things frequently found in
traditional ballad Are these devices used here very much?

10. A simile, you remember compares two things east are not
obviously similar. Can you find an example of this? WMt does it
mean? -- "Love evieUs like the Solway, but ebbs like its tide. Love



Is not a static thing but grows and recedes much as the water level in
a tidal river.

11. Compare the language of this poem with that of a traditional
ballad, It is much more sophisticated.

12. Is the writer of this poem telling the story in the detached manner
of the traditionaliaallads? Do you know where his sympathy lies?
How do you know" - By the adjectives he uses to describe the bridegroom

Laggard, " "dastard," "craven" compared with Lochinvar who is
"dauntless. " "faithful*" "gallant." While Lochinvar sweeps the lady
off her feet and dashes off: with her, the bridegroom stands
his bonnet and plume, There no doubt where the poet's sympathies
lie!

READ: THE PRISONER OF CHILLON by George Gordon, Lord Byron,
p. 198

and Teakhing Sagirmmtio

Since this poem might prove difficult for some students, it is suggested
that you present it to them orally. After reading it through completely,
it miigh6 be wise to clear up any problems of vocabulary tnat you Zed
it necessary to deal with before beginning a discussion,

The first question in the St Went Version is designed simply to
ensure that all the students understand exactly what the poem tells.

Although the poem is about human cruelty, suffering and death,
most students will recognize that it is chiefly concerned with the yearning
of the human spirit to be free. Perhaps this would be a good time to
tell the students a little about Byron himself, Born wealthy, lame from
birth, moody and often unpredictable, he yet valued freedom so highly
that he joined the Greeks in their struggle for independence against the
Turks. He contracted a fever while compaigning with Greek troops and
died at the age of thirty-eight.

The poem is a dramatic monologue; the first person account makes
the experience more personal for the reader, involving him emotionally
so that he feels intimately related to the suffering of the prisoner whose
presence he is constantly aware of throughout the narration.

The meter maintains a rather steady rhythm in iambic pentameter
which the occasional variations only tend to erne size, reinforcing the
idea of the dull monotorg, of the weary endless -,; ys spent in the dark
dungeon. Similarly, the repettion of the couplets emphasizes the endless
sameness which again the occasional variations in the rhyme scheme
serve to heighten by contxasto Questions 4.08 are intended to make the
students aware of the unity of thought and form, and to demonstrate
how the poet has carefully constructed his work to create a vehicle
which will appropriately carry his f...dczm,



Ask the students to read again the firr Oanza, Raying special attention
to words like " "v:Ile spoil, 'tanned, 'Rarreclo '
"forbidden, " and wreck.' Help them to understand the connotations
these words convey, and encourage them to find other well-chosen
words throughout the poem which contribute to the mood.

Guide them to appreciate the imagery that Byron uses to appeal
+n MVP CC MOMS ZI VA en e foll10 0 .1.14 2161/111 of aimil vntsitanlinr to voinfarE0
these sense benpressions. Here are a few eraluPlee:

"Our voices took a dreary tone
An echo of the dungeon stone" (stanza 3)

"For he was beautiful as day

A polar day which will not see
A sunset till its suns errs gone, " (stanza 4)

"He, too, was struck, and day by day
Was withered on the stalk away d (stanza 8)

"Among the stones I stood a stone" (stanza 9)

Encourage the class to find and comment upon other exampl es.

Discuss with the students the symbolism of the bird. Does it
stand for light? joy? beauty? love? freedom? the human soul? or
all of these and more? Explain the economy of a symbol which, meaning
pzubs than what it is literally, enables a poet to suggest so much with
just a few words,

You will probably need to guide the students to an understanding of
the final stanza. Readjusting to the demands of normal life in society
is very difficult for someone who has long been cut off from the main-
stream of life. Returning prisoners of war could be used as an example
of the insecurity people feel who have been out of touch and lost the
ability to make decisions, and accept the daily responsibilities that
have long been denied them. Read Hemingway's 'Soldiers Home."

Mr eurtigm
1. Byron follows the traditional narrative pattern of beginning,

middle, and end,
a) What do you learn from, the introduction that is necessary

to an understanding of the story?
b) What are the main events related in the body of the poem?

Tell them in the order in which they happen.
c) What event ends the story?

2. What are the main ideas or abstract subjects that this poem is
about?
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3, Compare the characters of the three brothers, Why do you think
the oldest brother survived? Find references in the poem to support
your ideas.

4. prom what point of view is the poem written? Why do you think
the poet chose to tell his story this way? What effect does it have upon
+ha rasider?

5. Look at the way the poem is printed on the page. Are all the
stanzas the same length? What has determined the nunber of stanzas?
This kind of organization is known as continuos jorm. Why is this
form suited to the subject?

6. Does the main part of the poem follow a general rhythmic pattern?
Row would you describe it? What effect does this meter produce upon
the reader?

7. Find some variations in the rhythm, What do they contribute
to the poem? Look especially at the description of the isle in stanza
13, Row does the change in rhythm accentuate the thought?

8, What is the dominant rhyme scheme? Now does the repetition
of the couplet, along with the rather regular meter, contribute to the subject?

9, "Repose" is a word that usually has pleasant connotation, It
is used to describe the sweet sleep of an infant, or the grateful rest
after toil, and is usually a blessed thing. What is the effect of coupling
it with the word "vile" (line 6) :"a vile repose"? Do you see how
this shocking contrast has made vivid the unnatural ::nactivity of imprison-
ment? Find other words in the first stanza that through their conno-
tation create the gloomy, fearful atmosphere of prison. Explain the
line in stanza 2: That iron is a cankering thing."

10, What poetic device is 13on using when he says that a sunbeam
in the dungeon is "Like a marsh s meteor lamp"? (stanza 2) Explain
the meaning, and why it is especially effective here,

11, Find other examples of simile and meta hor in the poem, aid
comment upon the contribution they make to e 1 eas they are helping
to express.

12. Re-read stanza 9 in which the poet describes his withdrawal
into temporary insanity. What imagery does he use to create the lack
of all feeling, the emptiness he experiences during this time?

13. The prisoner's sanity was restored by the visit of a birdo
Explain how the bird became a symbol for the poets Find the metaphor
in stanza 4 where the youngest brother is likened to a bird. Do you
think the poet made a deliberate connection between the two? Why?

14, Summarize in your own words stanza 11. Why was this tran-
sition necessary before the prisoner was able to bring himself to view
the outside world again?
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15. What is the meaning of the couplet

"And the whole earth would henceforth be
A wider prison unto me."? (stanza 12)

18, Discuss the symbolic meaning of the final otanza. Why would
El man,, cut of/ from society for years, be reluctant to face the responsi-
bilities and problem. of everyday living? Does this mean that he has
lost the ability to live a free life?

17. Now that you have studied the whole poem in some detail,
why do you think Byron wrote abuut captivity to illustrate freedom?
Is Byron expressing his own views? Find examples where you think
the p-oet himself is speaking.

READ: HOW THEY BROUGHT 'IRE GOOD NEWS FROM GHENT ..0 AIX
by Robert Browning p. 16

Study Stuestions

1. What was the good news ? Why was speed so urgent? Why are
we not told these things?

2. In yam- own words, tell the events that the poem describes.
:49 it a complete story?

3, What is this poem about on the level of ideas? What abstract
subjects does it contain? Responsibility for the safety of others,
endurance, courage,

& What does the rhythm of the poem suggest to you? Have you
read ancther poem with a similar rhythm? -- .A galloping rhythm, similar
to that of "Lochinvar. s'

5. What is the rhyme scheme? Rhyming couplets,

6, "Lochinvar" and thi-J em are similar in meter and rhyme,po
Which is the more dramatic? Why? -This, being told in the first person,
has the greater drImatic impact.

7, What other poem have you eead that was a first person narrative?
"The Prisoner of Chalon. '' What is the name we give to a poem

written from this point of view? -- A dramatic narrative, or dramative
poem.

How has Browning achieved the echo effect in stanza 1? 4,71

0 in rhythm, "speed" in line 3 has a havy accent, in the nest
line it 1.1g1', and suggestive of an etho.

9, Lecx*. It line 34. Did the sun rea14. le.0 ? Do you Itntalw what
we call thin poetic device whgon something ina_iimate is made to have

3

1;mirommoommomow-oreimomroweww
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personality? What is the poet sa here through suggestion? A

little time niight be wells pent on a liscussion of persorification, sinca
it will be met with again, more importantly; later on, Help the students
to see the power of suggestion at work. so that personification becomes
e kind (1 shorthand for the poet. It eu.ables him to convey a lot of meaning
in a few words,

10. Find two examples of simile in the poem. Explain why they
are esnecially effective in creating an image for the reader, -- Line

The haze, as some slug river headland its spray, " and line 47,
ith his nostAls like pits full of blood to the brilfa4- " among others,

t. Read line 40 aloud: "Meath our feet broke the brittle latft
stubble like chaff," What do you notice abourfilraVVITM. effective ?
WIZ know what we call this device of the poet? Help the students
to hear how the repetition of sounds suggests the actual sound of the
horse's hooves over the dry grass, Wheth.:r or not you give the students
the terms "alliteration, " "assonance, " and "consonance" at this
time is unimportant, The main thing is to help them to understand that
the way this is said has meaning and contributes to the effectiveness
of the poem,

12. Who is the real hero of ;his story? How has the narrator who
is telling the story in the first person managed to keep himself in the
background? -- The poet keeps the focus upon the horse, Who obviously
is the hero, and tells nothing of the rider.

13. Earlier you were asked to tell the story in your own words.
Which account was more interesting to listen to, yours or the poet's?
Why? Find words and phrases used in the poem that convey vivid sense
impression?_ and make the experience come alive fc' the reader,

Encourage the students to find and coAnment upon parts of the poem
that appeal to them,

READ: THE CHARGE OF THE LIGHT BRIGADE by Alfred, Lord Tennyson,
/3, 19

StL.Ltr estiona

1. What does the title mean? Since "charge" to today's children
drobably means buy now, pay later, it might be a good idea to discuss
the military meaning of the word. The Light Brigade of course was a
cavalry unit carrying only light weapons, as opposed to heavy artillery
units. It is important that the students understand the attack had little
chance of success, and was the result of a military blunder.

2. 'rhis is a fast-moving poem with only two accented syllables in
eacli line. Beat the rhythm on your desk. What does it suggest to you?

If they have seen enough Civil War films, the students will surely
say it soundslike the steady beat of a war drum.
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Now clap tk rhythm of each syllable. what does it suggezt? -- The
galloping of homes. Discuss with the class how the way the story is
told is as important as what is saiti, and that fen this case it recreates
the noise of battle. If the class is irteeested in prosody, you might
introduce the term for this type of rhythmic foot -e "dactyl.

3. Pick out the words that rhyme in each stanza. Are any rhymes
carried over to the neat stanza? Where is rhyming more frequent,
at the beginning, or toward the end? Can you see a reason for this?
-- Discuss with the students how motion is given to the poem through
the use of rhyme, and the more frequent the ibyme, the quicker the pace.
It is the rhyme Ad rhythm together that make this a fastemovinE poem.

4. What other device besides rhythm and rhyme keeps the poem
moving quickly? -- Repetition. Have the students notice the variations
in repetition also, where there is a slight change from starve to stanza.
This also keeps the action moving forward.

5. What is the poem about? Is the fast pace suitable to the subject?
Why? -- Th3 poem is about action in battle, no time for reflecting,
pet unthinking action. The fast pace is very suitable.

6. What is the poet's attitude toward the event? Is this a realistic
picture of war? This is a typical nineteenth century view of war as
glorious. The individual is unimportant, the honor of country all that
matters. It ignores completely the sordid details of fighting, the real
suffering, cruelty, and pain involved; therefore it is quite unrealistic
and dramatic in a general sort of way, like watching a spectacle from
a great distance -- dehumanized.

7. Can you think of a comparable event in American military
history? Were the soldiers heroes? What do you think the reaction would
be today if an officer made a blunder that caused the death of most of
his men? Would a modern poet make heroes of them all? -- Custer's
Last Stand will probably come to mind. Making heroes of the victims
probably helps salve the conscience of the blunderer, as well ac helping
the next-of-kin to accept the needless death of a relative. Today the
guilty officer would be investigated by a Congressional Committee !
Newspapers would deplore the bungling. It would be difficult to imagine
a poet making heroes out of the victims. Civilslan involvement i" war
has taken away the glamor.

8. Would this be a gocd subject for a ballad? In what way does
the poem resemble a ballad? Why is it not a ballad? -- Battle and death
have always been subjects suitable for ballads, and in recounting such
an iliCie,312te wtthout any background, but plunging right into the actione
the poem does resemble a ballad, But there the resemblance ends.
This Is not told simply and irapersonelly. The technique is complicated,
and the poet injects himself into the telling.

9. What eoetie device is used when the terms "Valley of Death,"
"Jaws of Death, " "Mouth of Eat" are inserted in the poem? Is it
effective? -- Personification is used here, making Death a living presenwe



and Hell synonymous, but since the terms are so hackneyed, they lose
a )et of their effectiveness.

10. Would the poem have been complete rithout the last stanza?
Does its addition strengtnen or weaken the poem? Give your reasons.

OP course this is a matter of opinion* but the poem would probably
have been stronger had it ended with the fifth etanze, Urging people
to offer glory and honor to the ha3pless victims of a stupid mistake
is a poor argument, Besides, the second line of that stanza does not
rise to the '-lersit-; ethe sentimeek =preened In th first line. Even
poe laureates are not perfect.

lie What is the appeal of the poem? Is it an honest one? -- Most
of the students will probably respond with favor to the stirring rhythm
and emotional appeal of the excitement of battle. It is like watching
a Hollywood spectacular. Is this what war is really like? A good dis-
cussion could be made out of this, especially if students have older brothers
or friends fi/hting in Vietnam. A discussion could profitably arise about
the persuasive power of poetry, and the autnorts point of view See
question 7,

READ: OLD IRONSXDES, by Oliver Wendell agrees, pt 2200

Sits.4y Questions

1. Who is the speaker in the poem? In your own words, summarize
wInt he is saying.

2. What did you notice about the language of the poem? Are these
typical English sentences? What about the vocabulary? Why do you think
the poet chose this style? we The norm) order of English sentences has
been reversed in some instances, and the words themselves are not
the ordinary words of everyday lunguage. The style is stilted and formal,
with many high sounding phrases, to lend importance and dignity to the
poem.

3, Compare this poem with a ballad. What similarities and what
differences can you find? ee The mder and rhyme scheme are the same
as those of the traditional ballad, although each stanza is eight lines
rather than the usual four, The point of view is not the impersonal one
of the ballad, and neither is the subject the retelling of an incident.
Rather it is an impassioned plea to cave a historic battleship from the
ignominy of the scrap heap, The language Le very sophisticated, unlike
the simple wording of most of the ballads.

4. What doss tbl poJt mean by "the harpies of the shore" (line
10? Now does this relate to the

bye
of storms" mentioned in the

last stanza? Why is the co portant here? - In Greek mythology,
the harpies were hideous, f monsters with the head and
trunk of a woman and the tail, ego r talon!: of a bird, vvito carried
off the owls of the dead, seized the ood of their victims, and were
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ganerally r;:erktless and matching, "The harpies of the shore, " therefore,
refers to the salvage company that would break up the ship and sell
the pieces for scrap The connotation is an extremely unpleasant one©
Since it hrsrokes memories of Greek mythologn the god of storms
mentioned in the last stanza obviously refers to Poseidon, d of the
sea, To be sacrificed to Poseidon has much more dignity a n to be
snatched away by harpies,

5. Zxn lain the symbolism involved in the term "the eagle of, ke
sea. This of coul--iiiiffiFs to the battieship, The one word --eagle"
at once suggests power, grancleuro prides traits in keeping with the
dignity and glory of a great nation The word appeals to patriotism and
prlde in performance,

6, Find examples of meta hoc and *cuss their effectiveness.
Line 7, "the meteor oil" ,e ocean air, " refers to the naming cannon

and suggests super-human power--hurled from Olympus perhaps?
"Her thunders shook the miglny deep" is another way of saying the same
thing. The myihoiogxcal connotations make the poem heroic (or try to).
Students might discuss the success of the device.

7. Compare this poem with Tennysonis "Charge of the Light Brigade. "
Do you see any reserablz,nce?...hlthough one describes an English cavalry
attack, and the other tells about an American battleship, both poems
glorify war, Both use extravagant language and appeal to an emotional
kind of patriotism, typical of the nineteenth century.

READ: THE RTJLER OF THE QUEEN'S NAVEE by William Schwenck
Gilbert, p* 305*

St..4tcyl guestions

1, How does this poem differ from the others you have read in this
unit? -- It is humorous in tone,

2, Haw do the meter and rhyme eons ibute to the humor of the poem?
The varied meter and rhyming couplets result in a..quick, lilting movement,

suitable for comedy, The rhyming of "navee and "carefullee" also
indicates a lack of serious intention.

3, What other device used by the poet adds to the humor 11. " Repo-
tition. The fourth line is repeated in the fiftk sometimes with variation,
while the lac, line of each stanza is the came, except for a slight change
in the final line of the poem. This type of repetition was common in
the many humorous songs of the day, so the form itself suggests comedy.

4. Before the Parliamereary Reform BM of 18320 it war' possible
for one person or family to control the representation of a borough in
parliamennt. What poliVcal comment is the poet making in stanza 5?
(A borough is a voting district.) For a fee, a man could be assured
of a seat in Parliament, but ho would have to vote according to the dictates



of the powerful family that hired his cervices. He was hardly a repre-
sentative of the people!

5. What is the poet's opinion of naval command? Erplain. -- An
appearance of industry, especially in minor details of no consequence,
a willinness to do what you are told without question, and a complete
lack of thought are necessary attributes if you are to succeed in the Navy;
you are also helped if you have a total lack of avir practical. experience.
These requirements seem to the poet to fit the "top brass" in the
"Queen's Naves."

13, What do we call this kind of humor that pokes fun at dignified
institutions and makes them appear ridiculous? Why do you think people
find it so amusing? -- Satire appeals because there is truth in the
exaggeration* Yt is rather like a cartoon that blows up certain features
out of proportion. The resulting grotesque earicature is still recognizable,
but humorous compared with the image the public is offered seriously.
We laugh for the same reason that we find it amusing to see a pompous
dignitary, full of his own importance* slip and fall on a piece of banaaa
peel.

7 This poem is part of a comic opera, M S, Pinafore that
satirizes many espects of Victorian society© tary b un ers were not
uncomraone-remember "The Charge of the L Brigade"? How does
Gilbert's attitude compare with Tennyson's? ch do you consider the
more effective? Why? ale Students of course will probably have differing
views, and a good discussion could result, Some might find Tennyson's
"glory" theme inspiring. Others will find it false and sentimental*
Some will admire Gilbert's attitude as being more realistic, and will
argue that hie humorous approach is healthier than a tirade would have
been, and certainly more effective° No official investigation could
have been as devastating us the public laughter at the expense of bungling
bureaucrats.

READ: THE BATTLE OF BLENHEIM, by Robert Southey, p. 232.

Note: During the War of the Spanish Succession* English and Austrian
forces under the Duke of Marlborough and Prince Eugene of Austria
defeated the Eavarians and the French in battle on August 13, 1704,
This battle* which saved Austria, was the moot notable victory of
the famous use of Marlborourj and Blenheim Palace in Word
was erected for him by a

of
English Par liaraente This was

`Wee to be the birthplace of Sir Winston Churchill, Britain's leader
World War II.

The tttle of Blenheim fought en the left bank of the Danube
near Welateidt. Bavaria* which is the setting for this poem*

Nee.
1* Read 'Amply as a story, what is the poem about:? Novi is the

story toNi? -a, Encourage someone to give a short account of the story
in his own words. 'If the students do net comment upon the amount fef

0
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conversation, point out to them that much of the story is told through
question and answer, in the manner of the ballads.

2. What do you notice about the last two lines of each stanza?
What form do the first four lines of each stanza take? Students will
probably recognize the ballad stanza in the first four lines, in both
rhyme and meter, with c. rhyming couplet at the end, They will also
comment upon the repetition of 'the famous victory. "

3, To the story tnlri impArannanv? De you know the poet's attitude
about war? How can you tell? -- Since the story is told through the
people talking, the students might say it is impersonally told. But
they will almost certairly detect the poet's ironic attitude toward war.
It may not be easy to get the students to see how he gets his ideas
injected into the poem, Ask them if the questions of the boy and girl
seem normal for childree They will probably agree that these are the
poet's questions, and that through them, and through the children's
comments, he is expressing his own views, which go counter to the
popular acceptance of war as glorious and necessary,

4. Compare this poem with the three that you read before it. How
is it different? The tone is different. Tennyson and Holmes are
expressing patriotic sentiments glorifying war, Gilbert is satirizing
it and Southey is making a comment upon the useless suffering end
death that war entails,

making
was a glorious victory!, " but no one remembers

what the war was all about in the first place, nor what good came out
of it, if any Thousands of soldiers died, innocent civilians were driven
from their homes, and suffered unspeakable hardshipfor what ? The
glory of a general? A discussion of various attitudes towards war should
lead the disucssion to questions of tone and attitude in poetry,

5. Explain the irony of the last stanza. -- Presumably irony was
discussed in the last question. This may not be an easy concept for
eighth graders to grasp, but a discussion here should be well worth
the time spent. It is something the students will encounter again and
again in their :ending, Just how far you take it will of course depend
upon the readiness of the class,

READ: THE D'. OF SENNACHERIE, by George Cordons
Lord Byron, p. 23.

Note: Sennacherib was King of Assyria from 705 B. C. until he was
murdered by hie sons in 681 B. C. He consolidated his empire by conquering
an his neig4bors and most of them surrendered without putting up much
of a fight. The cities of Philistine and Judah resisted for a while, but
eventually these too were taken over by Assyria. This poem is based
upon a biblical account of one of the battles, although historians are
agreed that it is misplaced in the biblical sequence and must have happened
at another Um, if indeed it happened at all. If you would like to read
the biblical account of the story, you will find it in the Old Testament,
in II Kings 18 :17 e 19:37,



Ste*
1, Who is the Assyrianf What is the meaning of "cohorts"? What

is meant by the word hmail" in verse 5?

2. Tell the story in your own words. What (to you ramose caused
the soldiers to die during the night? How do 'fou interpret tne "Angel
of Death"? -- There is no explanation given. Perhaps the water had been
poisoned, or the food, or a rapidly spreading plague took its tolls The
deed is attributed to an eel of God- -hence the Angel of Death.

3, Find the two similes in the first stanza. What information do
they convey in a very condensed form? "like the wolf on the fold"
gives an understanding of the helpless position of the Judean, and the
savage strength of the Assyrians, "like stars on the sea6 " gives the
geographic location.

4. Discuss the power of the two similes used in the second stanzas
-- Point out the emphasis of the contrast.

50 How has the poet used rhythm and rhyme to contribute to the
total effect of the poem? -- The regular rhythm (anapestic tetrameter)
and the rhyming couplets reinforce the image of a well-ordered army.
The triple meter may suggest the prancing of horses, while the close
rhyme may suggest the ranks of soldiers.

6. Explain the line in the last stanza "And the idols are broke in
the temple of Baal"; what kind of victory does this imply?

76 How does this poem differ from the others you have read in
this unit? -- The point of view from which it is written is different*
This poem brings in an outside power, God, who rules over the natural
outcome of the opposing armies. The religious element brings in over-
tones of moral judgment. The wicked Assyrians are destroyed, pre-
sumably because they worship false idols, while the army of Hezeldah
is saved, not through new strength of their own but because they acknow-
ledge the power of God. Right prevails with divine intervention. The
mighty have been brought low. It is God's world - -a comforting philo-
sophy, declaimed in the final two linee of the poem, which ring majes-
tically in a powergul climax.

READ: THE LISTENZRS, by Walter de la Mare, p. 360,

estiOns

le Who i. the Traveler? 'Where was he going? Why did he stop
at the house? What vius the word he had Izept? Who are the listeners?
Why do yere think the poet did not explain these thinge? Obviously the
poet intended this to be more than a story. The whole r xtm breathes
an aura of mysten, and we are invited to make of this mystery what we
ry Perleve the Traveler represents Man on his journeythrou life.
As he knocks on the door, ho is conscious of He host of phantom toners"
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--spiritual beings perhaps, but he is answered only by silence. The deep
questions he auks about the meaning of We, his search fee tale reelity
at the heart of things, remain unanswered, but at the same time he knows
they have been heard, so he leaves his message and goes on his way.
Some people see a religious meaning in this poem. The Traveler is
Christ, returning as he has promised, knock ng on the door of tile soul;
yet receiving no answer, But to force any one izAerpretation destroys
the delicate, mysterious quality of the poets. A recognition. that the
poem does present a mystery, and that it makes us aware of our own

spiritual natures is perhapo sufficient.*

2. How did you feel when you finished reading the poem? D you
think the poet wanted you to feel this way? Why? -- question of
course is tied closely to the first. No doubt the students will say they
felt puzzled and wanted an explanation. The poet presents an enigma
without an answer, and has spent a eat deg of talent in producing
this effect. It is fairly safe to say this was his intentions The poem
appeals to something we have all felt, but never explained, something
indefinable, yet at the same time real,

3. We usually think of silence as the absence of sound How does

the poet think of silence? - He makes it a positive korce, ;hike the sea,
something that "surged softly backward" after the sound a the horse's
hoofs had gone. This is a metaphor, as some studenee may percieve.

4. Have you ever been alone at night in the country? Did you feel
the presence of life around you in the way de la Mare describes it2
Find words and phrases in the poem feat express the awareness that you

are not really alene.

5a What do you notice about the meter o2' the poem? How does it
add to the atmosphere of mystery? 40- The meter is far less regular
than in any ofihe other poems read thus far. Indeed there is a hesitancy,
with rather long silences imposed by the arrangement of the words,
that adds to the feeling of strangeness and unreality.

6, Examine the rhyme scheme used by the poet. What effect does

this produce, expecia4 when regarded in conjunction with the teeter?
e The a b c b d e f e progreasien giver forward direction to the poem,
offset by the hesitancy of the rhythm, which adds to the strange quality
of the poem,

7. What words and phrases has the poet used that increase the
mystery of the poem?

8. In what important way does this poem differ from the others
in this unit? -- The narrative, is less important here than it is in the
other poems, De la Mare has created a mood, and the elusive deeper
meaniee domlaiates the poem, It is far closer to the lyric than any of
the other poems read so far,



Ut

HD: THE MAN HE KILLED, by Thomas Hardy, p. 85.

Stu& %Esti..4.ons.

Vocabulary: nipperkin a half pint cup
-1: arust tire army

the t =L es ,ip, a trade

1. Is the speaker, of the poem the author? I! not, who is it? What
is the occasion? What kind of poem is this? The speaker is not the
author, but a character created by the author, in this case a soldier.
The occasion is some time after a battle in which he has killed a
man, and obviously it is the first time he hats taken a life in battle.
Since the soldier is telling the story, this a dramatic poem.

2, How much do we know about the speaker? What clues do we
find in the poem? -- The poem tells us quite a lot about him. He is
not a professional soldier, but enlisted because he was out of work.
He is a simple working man, probably a plumber, carpenter, or handy
man, and he has sold his tools. He uses the colloquial speech of an
uneeettated mar_ He is kind and friendly, the type of person who likes
to engage in conversation with a stranger at the local bar, and treat
his new friend to an occasional beer. He is generous, knowing what

is to be poor, and will gladly lend half a crown (roughly half a dollar)
to help out a man in need.

3, Why is the word "because" repeated in stanza 3? -- The soldier
has just killed a man in battle, Noresally he would be horrified at the
thought of taking a human life, and he is trying to figure out the implica-
',Lens; repeating the word gives him time to think, and so he comes up
with the answer "because he was my foe, "

4. Coming as it does at the end. of a stanza, the word "although"
gets more than the usual emphasis (stanza 3). What purpose does this
added emphasis serve? -- The soldier realizes that his explanation
"because he was my foe" is not a good one. It gives a name without
a reason. He is not much of a thinker, but even he is not satisfied with
his answer, though he cannot see already what is wrong with it. He does
realize that, met under different circumstances, the =ea could have
been his friend. The stress on "although" serves to emphasize the doubt.

5. What do you think was Hardy's purpose in writing this poem?
What idea has he conveyed through the story? There is no rational
defense for war. Men who have no grudge against each other kill without
knowing why, The problem is as great a puzzle to us as it is to the soldier
in the poem.

8, Compare the language of this poem with the la r ge used In
"Old Ironsides." Which do you find more effective? 1! ? -- Hardy
uses understatement, while Holmes used hyperbole. The simple words
of this poem are closer to real life and therefore more effective. There
is strength in the stark fashion in which Hardy's idea is presented.

7. The author's attitude can often be detected through his choice of



character, situation, and language. How would you describe the tone of

this poem? Help the students to understand the irony of the under-
statement that Hardy uses here. This may be a very difficult question
for eighth graders to understand, but some of the quicker students
will enjoy discussing Hardy's fatalistic attitude --it is all a question
of luck, mere chance that the two met as soldiers on the field of battle
instead of meeting over a beer in friendly fashinn

8. In what way does this poem resemble "The Listeners"? How is
it different? -- Both Lc oems are saying something far more important
than the story itself. The poet's meaning Is very clear in this poem,
but the other poem le more open-ended as far as interpretation goes.
The poets have different purposes for writing.

SUGGESTED POEMS FOR SUPPLEMENTAhY READING

THE TWINS, by Henry S. Leigh, p. 320.
SPANISH WATERS, by John Masefieid, p. 31.
BOADICEA, by William Cowper, p. 222.
THE SONG OF THE SHIRT, by Thomas Hood, p. 122.
THE DEATH OF THE HIRED MAN, by Robert Frost, p. 90.

SUGGESTIONS FOR WRITING

1, Choose one of the supplementary poems, and answer the following

questions, using complete sentences.
a) What is the subject of the poem?
b) What is the poets's purpose in writing about his subject?
c) Who is the speaker in the poem? Is it the poet?
d) Is there anything in the poem that strikes you as noteworthy?
What impressed you most?

(*Note for the teacher: For superior students you could use these
questions to form the outline for a connected piece of prose writing.)

2. You have read a member of narrative poems, all different from the

ballads, and often different trom each other. What is it that determines
the form a poem will take? Illustrate your answer by using a poem you

have studied, and showing how it differs from a ballad.
or

3. Compare two poems you have read on the same subject, showing
what it is that has made them different,

4. Read "Ah, Are You Digging on my Grave, " by Thomas Hardy,

p. 380 Write a few sentences explaining the comment upon human

nature you think the poet is making through the poem.


